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THE DISCIPLINE OF LIFE AND CHARACTER.

BY PROFESSOR WILLIAM CLARK, D.C L., F.R.S.C.

PART I.

W HAT is the meaning of man'slife on earth ? Various ans-
vwers may be given to this question;
but they may generally be resolved
into two. From one point of view lie
is an animal, the highest and noblest
species in the animal kingdon indeed,
yet only a higher than the other kinds
of animals, produced by the same pro-
cess of evolution which had previously
brouglit forth the lower types: From
another point of view, which we hold
to be the true one, man is : divinely
originated creature, made in the
image of God, having an animal
nature by means of wli.ch he is con-
nected with the world in which lie
lives and with the lower forms of life
over which lie has dominion, but also
having a spiritual nature by which lie

iis akin to God and capable of fellow-
siwihHim.

t Whiciever view of man's nature we
jnmay adopt, on one point we must
'needs be of one mind. Man is here,
that lie mav realize the idea of his
being, of his nature. If lie is merely

finer kind of animal, then his train-

ing must be directed to the develop-
ment of all the parts of his cori.titu-
tion in the most complete and har-
monious manner. If he is a creature
moral, spiritual, intelligent, free, in-
mortal, then alIl these elements must
be taken into account in his educa-
tion, and must have assigned to them
a position and influence correspond-
ing with their relation of authority or
subordination. The reality of such
a constitution of human nature is not
here under consideration, and in truth
it is hardly necessary to argue the
question. The coarse materialism
which made mere quantity of pIeasure
the supreme test of rule of life has
almost passed avay. There is no
school of thought, requiring serious
attention, which denies that there are
in man higher and lower powers and
functions, that certain parts of his
nature are manifestly entitled to con-
mand, whilst other parts are as clearly
intended to be in subjection. We
are all agieed that appetite should be
governed by reason, and not the
reverse.
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Human life is represenited in two
slightly different aspects. According
to one view, it is a probation, accord-
ing to the other it is an education or
discipline. If the latter seeins the
deeper view, the other may sometimes
furnish a useful estimate of life. In
a certain sense, every hour may be
said to be a probation for the hour
which follows. We are always before
the judgment seat. Within and
.above there goes forth a perpetual
sentence of condemnation, acquittal,
approval. But perhaps the represen-
tation of a life as a course of educa.
tion or discipline furnishes us with a
more perfect anology. In probation
we think of a present which looks
forward to a future of trial. In edu-
cation we have all the moments lipked
together in one continuous chain ; or
rather, we have life considered as one
organic whole without division or
separation. We are thus taught to
regard our whole course on earth as a
series of moments producing each
other, coming out of each other, with-
out any sharp break in the continuity
of our life, whilst our fitness or unfit-
ness for any particular position, oc-
cupation, office, or mission, will de-
pend upon all the steps which have
led us up to that moment of decision.
From this point of view we find no
difficulty in understanding that man's
future life will be regulated by the
same principles as his life on earth.

Even here we may learn that
Character is not something to be re-
garded as almost external to the
former of it, something to be contem-
olated and fashioned as by the hand
if an artist. but rather as something
to be evolved in life. We are not, of
course, condemning self-examination,
the value of which is inestimable ; but
we are pointing out a certain danger
which is incurred by those who isolate
character as something which has to
be manufactured and established,
rather than as a quality or combina-

tion of qualities which has to be pro-
duced, no doubt in accordance with
rules, yet in a certain unconscious-
ness, and rather as the 'result of a
course of life animated and sustairqed
by pure and lofty aims steadily and
earnestly prosecuted for their own
sake.

In thinking of this process of self-
discipline we are to remember that
there are two factors which enter into
its composition, the one voluntary,
which we may be said to control, the
other involuntary which is given to
us apart from our own choice. It is.
of recessity that we should recognize
the limitations under which we
work out our destiny in life and
character. In the first place, then,
is our mere nature, our constitution
of body and soul, received from our
parents, over which we have. no con-
trol at ail in the first beginning
although afterwards it may be consid-
erably modified.by actions and habit.
Next comes the early traning of home
in which the child is little more than
a passive recipient of impressions and
influences; but as life progresses, the
two factors become mingled, until- at
last the involuntary becomes more or
less subordinated to the voluntary.
Throughout the whole oT man's life
on earth there is always some ming-
ling: liberty can never be said to be
absolute; altho' man becomes freer
the higher and the purer his life be-
comes.

In speaking ofthe personal discipline
of life and character, we begin at the
point at which men may be said to
take their life into their own hands,
when each one becomes, comparative-
ly at least,,his own master ; when,
if we believe' that we are moral beings
at all, we must say that a man has
much in his own power, and is able
largely to determine what manner of
man he is to be.

Between one man and another there
are, of course, manifold differences,.
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even as there are fundamental aftini-
ties and resemblances, and these dif-
ferences will not be neglected or
'gnored by wise men. They will be
kept ID view when we have to make
Choice of the special work to which
ve intend to set our hand. But here,

for the present, we are not thinking
Of the Special and particular, but of
the universal, of those characteristics
whicl belong to ail men who may be
called good. In short, we are here
taking up the thought of one who said

First, be a man." One who can in
any tolerable degree realize truc man-
hood will not be likely to fail greatly
in any enterprise, unless he is very
UnWise in his choice.

In what manner, then, shall men
undertake this great enterprise of self-
discipline or self-formation ? We
assume that, to a large extent, this is
in every man's power. Granting the
limlitations of freedom already noted,

We deny that men are mere creatures
of circumstances. We must affirm
that, in a certain real sense, men are
free and practically all men are sub-
staitially of this opinion, however
their theories may seem tocontradict it.

Two things, at least, are clear.
Ve IMay choose our aim. Our lead-

Ing purpose in life is our own. We
rnay also choose our actions, and
actions result in habits which consti-
tute character Perhaps we may offer
here a definition or description of
character which we may keep before
us throughout our inquiry. The
Word itself is a Greek word, signify-
ing a stamp ; and the character of
rnan is a kind of stamp impressed
Upon him. Herein we have unity in
Variety ; and perhaps we may say that
b aracter consists of habits animated

y rnOtive, and good character of
good habits animated by a good
motive. Readers of Aristotle will
remark the correspondence between
0ur results and that great thinker's
definition of virtue.

It will be seen, then, that the word
character is here used not in the sense
of reputation, but to signify the whole
of a man's moral and mental disposi-
tion, to express the unity of a man's
inner life. Now this character is a
spiritual reality. It is not a mere ex-
pression for a set of qualities which
coexist without unity or cohesion.
We employ the word to designate a
distinct stamîp which we recognize as
separating one man from another, the
clearness or indistinctness of which
vill make the difference between

what we call a man of strong character
and a characterless man.

This character enters into everv-
thing that we do. It colouîrs ail our
thoughts and words. It impart, a
special form to ail our modes of
action. Vou see a man at work ; but,
if you knev him well, you knew be-
forehand howl he would do it. You
would know how he vould work and
how he would play. You would
anticipate his judgments and his
actions. It would, therefore, be im-
possible to exaggerate the importance
of this subject; and it would be cul-
pable to think lightly of its formation,
whether in our own case, or in the
case of those whom we may have it
in our power to influence.

But there is one consideration which
adds greatly to an estimate of the im-
portance of the subject before us.
We cannot prevent the formation of
character in ourselves and others :
we are, in fact, constantly contribut-
ing to its formation ir ourselves, con-
stantly influencing others and assist-
ing in moulding their characters.
Even the man who hardly believes in
character, if there be such a man, is
no less engaged in this work than the
inan who is most thoroughly con-
vinced of its importance and habitual-
13 lives and acts under the influence
of that conviction.

No less striking than the universal-
ity of character are its diversities.
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Thus there are strorig characters and
weak characters, there are characters
consistent and inconsistent, which is
very nearly another name for the same
thing. There are characters which we
call high-principled, by wlich we
mean lives which are under the influ-
ence of high and noble motives; and
there are those which we call unprin-
cipled, by which we mean characters

which are either under the influence
of low, ignoble, or vicious motives
and principles, or else those which
seem to be under the guidance of no
special principle at all, except that of
unreflecting selfishness. In short,
there are characters which we call
good and other characters which we
call bad.

(To be continzed.)

THE TEACHING OF CIVIC DUTY.

BY JAMES BRYCE.

"Ç20 far I have spoken of the instruc-
j tion. I corne now to the other

and not less important side of the
matter-the means of stimulating
interest in public affairs and inspiring
the sense of civic duty. Here we
may depend, to sone extent, upon
the natural play of imagination and
emotion so soon as the necessary basis
of knowledge has been supplied. No
rightly constituted mind can help feel-
ing some pride in the constitution of
his country and in her greatness, some
interest in the vast issues which its
representative bodies and executive
authorities have to deal with. The
more that knowledge can be com-
bined with whatever tends to touch
imagination and emotion, the better
will the knowledge be remembered
and the more powerfully will it work
in forming the character. Hence the
value of tivo kinds of reading : histori-
cal passages relating to great or strik-
ing persons or events, and pieces of
poetry. The difficulties that attach
to the systematic teaching of history
do not attach to the reading of his-
torical matter, whereof the more a
boy reads the better. If well written
historical narratives, fresh, simple,
dramatie, were put into the liands of

boys from ten years onward, given
to them not as task books but as
books to read for their own pleasure,
not only would a good deal of his-
torical knowiedge be acquired, but a
taste would often be formed which
would last onintome.nhood. Though
the boy, however, ought to be tempt-
ed to read'for his own pleasure much
more than could be read in class, a
skilful hacher will make a great use
of class reading, and will, by his ex-
planations and familiar talk over the
book, be able to stimulate the intelli-
gence of the pupil, setting him to
think about what he is reading-the
habit without which reading profits
little to any of us.

" Next, as to poetry, which may do
as much to form a patriotic temper
as even the records of great deeds in
history. For a country with two such
histories as England and Scotland
have, and for a country with a poetry
even more glorious than its history, a
people whose long succession of great
poets no other people in the ancient
or modern world can rival, it 's
strange that so comparatively little of
our Lest poetry should run in a his-
torical and patriotic channel. No
poet has yet given to Britain her sixth
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book of the +neid. There.are some
Plays Of Shakespeare, such as King
t/hMl and Kinl Henry V, though
biese are rather above the interest of

oyS of thirteen there are several
sonnets Of Milton and his contem-
Poraries, not forgetting Andrew Mar-
li on the death of Charles I., a few

Stray bits out of Dryden, an ode ofAddison's, and another of Gray's ;
Scere are passages in Cowper and

ott, a very few noble lyrics ofThomas Campbell, several sonnets of
\lordsworth, and some splendid bal-lads of Tennyson, forernost amongthem the tremendous poem of ' Thekevenge,' together with some beauti-ful meditative pieces, such as ' 0fold Sat Freedom on the Heights', and
Love thou thy Land.'

it This list contiins many gems, butis, after all, compared with thevolume of English poetry, a short list,

fhich even the inclusion of the works
0f less eminent singers, such as
\Volfs Burial of Sir John Moore,'

lacaulays 'Armada,' and a few of
tibdin' s songs, would not greatly
S•ell. Short as it is, however, we do
not make half the use of it that we
ought. Good poetry is the most per-
vading stimulus which literature canapl)ly to the mind and character ofthe Young : to carry it in memory is aPerennial joy, to love it is to have
received the best gift education can
sestow. So as to poetry and patriot-

it dil Vhen it reads of a great event
t dilates with the sense of what that
event has wrought. When it sees the
iPOt where some great deed was done
't is roused to emulate the spirit of
those Who did it, and feels like
evwn1g in the famous lines on the
uin view of Cape Trafalgar and
land htar ' Here and here did Eng-
Iand elp me, how can I help Eng-

Say !
"t he mention of Trafalgar reminds

trie 0f the opinion expressed by anernîent American man of letters that

England bas begun to forget her
heroes and grow cold in her recollec-
tion of past exploits. Forty years
ago, be says, men were stirred by the
name of Nelson ; now, a reference to
bim meets with no response. Is this
so ? Are we really ceasing to be

patriotic ? Has the vaster size of the
population made each man feel his
share less ? or has long continued
peace destroyed the interest in warlike
provess ? or have the leading minds
begun to be merely cosnopolitan? or
are we too fully occupied with social
changes, too sorely distracted with
the strife of labor and capital, to
reverence the old ideals ? So much
at any rate nay be said, that in Eng-
land the knowledge of and interest in
the national history is less than in
most of the free countries. It is less
than in the United States. The Re-
public bas, to be sure, no large store
of patriotic poetry, even a smaller
store (of indisputable ment) than
England has produced since 1776,
some few poems of Whittier-the
ballad of ' Barbara Frietchie,' perhaps
the best-Bryant and Longfellow,
with stray pieces fron less familiar
names. Walt Whitman bas taken no
hold of the people, and Lowell's
Muse, dignified and morally
impressive as she is, seldom soars
into the region of pure poetry. But
the interest of the American people
in the events of the Revolutionary
War and the Civil War, and even in
eininent statesmen, such as Jefferson,
Clay, and Webster, is far more gener-
ally diffused than any sinilar feeling
in England, where both intelligent
patriotism and historical curiosity are
almost confined to the small well-
educated class. Among the Non-
conformists there still lingers a warm
though (as it would seen) steadily
cooling feeling for the Puritan heroes
and divines of the Commonwealth.
But with this exception the middle
class, scarcely less than the agricultural
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peasantry and the city artisan, care
for none of these things. This is less
true of the smaller nationalities within
the British Isles. In Ireland the
misfortunes of the country have en-
deared to the people names like those
of Sarsfield, Wolfe Tone, Emmet, and
O'Connell. Scotland has been for-
tunate in having two national heroes
who belong to such remote times as
to be fit subjects for legend, while in
the seventeenth century,. she pro-
duced, in the Covenanters, another
set of striking figures, now, it is to be
feared, beginning to be forgotten.
Scotland was, moreover, favored a
century ago with two great literary
artists who, the one by his songs and
the other by his prose romances no
less than by his poetry, made hier his-
tory, the history of a small, a poor,
and for a long time a rude nation,
glow with a light that will last for ages
to come. Thus even to-day, Wallace
and Bruce, Bothwell Bridge and
Culloden, are more vividly present
even to the peasant of Scotland than
Harold (son of Godwin) or Hampden
and Blake, than Agincourt or Font-
enoy, or perhaps even Salamanca and
the Nile, are to the average English-
man. Scenery no doubt counts for
something. In a smalli country with
striking natural features, historical
events become more closely associ-
ated with the visual impressions of
the ordinary citizen. There is no
place in England playing the same
part in English history as Surling
Castle and its neighborhood play in
Scotch history. Here I am reminded
of Switzerland, a country whose peo-
ple knew their own history better and
love it more intensely than probably
any other people in the world know
or love theirs. The majestic moun-
tain masses and narrow gorges of the
older cantons of Switzerland have not
only been one of the main causes in
enabling a very small, and once a
very.obscure people, to conquer in-

dependence from powerful feudal
lords and to maintain it ever since,
except for one brief interval, in the
face of the great military monarchies
which surround it, but have also
fostered the patriotic spirit of. the
natives by reminding them daily of
the conflicts whereby their freedom
was achieved. Like the Psalmist,
they can say, 'I will lift up mine eyes
unto the hills, whence cometh my
aid.' Just as in little Greece and
Latium, one moves about with a con-
stant sense of tiny republics on every
fortified hilltop and of armies travers-
ing every valley, just as in little Scot-
land one passes on the railway frorm
Blair Athol to Berwick-on-Tweed
eleven famous battlefields, so in little
Switzerland the sense of history
follows and environs one at almost
every step, and pervades the minds
of a race specially familiar with their
own annals, specially zealous in com-
memorating by national songs, by the
celebration of anriiversaries, by* the
statues of departed heroes, by the
preservation of .,ncient buildings, by
historical 'and antiquarian museums
in the cantonal capitals, the deeds of
valiant forefathers. These things,
coupled with universal military service
and the practice of self-government in
local and cantonal as well as in Fed-
eral affairs, have associated patriotism
with the daily exercise of civic
functions in a manner unapproached
elsewhere. Not otherwise an imagina-
tive or enthusiastic people, the Swiss
have not only become penetrated and
pervaded by patriotism, but have
learned to carry its spirit into the
working of their institutions. There
are some faults in the working of
those institutions, but party spirit is
among the least of them, and I doubt
whether a system so highly democratic
could prosper save in a land where
the ordinary citizen has attained so
strong a sense of the responsibilities
which freedom lays upon him.
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"Some years ago, in a lonely
mountain valley in the canton et
Glarus, I was conversing with a
peasant landowner about the Lan-
desgemeinde (popular primary as-
sembly) which regulates the affairs of
the canton. After he had given me
some details, I asked him whether it
was not the fact that all citizens had
the right of attending and voting in
this assembly. 'It is not so much
their Right,' he replied, 'as their
Dutv.'

"This is the spirit by which free
governments live. One would like to
see more of it here in London. where
Parliamentary and County Council
elections often bring little more than
half the voters to the polls. One
would like to see more of it in the
United States, where in many places
a large proportion of the voters take
no trouble to inform themselves as to
the merits of the candidates or the
political issues submitted to them,
but vote bliAdly at the bidding of their
party organizations.

" This little anecdote of my Swiss
friend illustrates what I mean in
speaking of patriotism as the basis of
the sense of civic duty. If people
learn to love their country, if their
vision is raised beyond the petty circle
of their personal and family interests
to appreciate the true width and
splendour of national life, as a thing
which not only embraces all of us
who are now living here and grouped
in a great body seeking common
ends,. but reaches back into the im-
memorial past and forward into the
mysterious future, it elevates the con-
ception of citizenship, it fills the
sheath of empty words with a keen-
edged sword, it helps men to rise
above mere party views and to feel
their exercise of voting power to he a
-solemn trust.

Love thou thy land with love far
brought

From out thestoried Pastand used
Within the Present, but transfused

Through future time by power of
thought.

"Into these feelings even the poor-
est citizen may now enter. Our
British institutions have been widened
to admit him; the practice of using
the powers intrusted to him ought to
form in him not only knowledge but
the sense of duty itself. So, at any
rate, we have all hoped, so the more
sanguine have predicted. And as
this feeling grows under the influence
of free institutions, it becomes itself
a further means of developing new
and possibly better institutions, such
as the needs of the time may demand.
Let me take an illustration from a
question which has been much dis.
cussed of late, but still remains in
what may be called a fluid condition.
The masses of the British people in
these isles, and probably to a large
extent also the masses of the people
in our colonies, are still imperfectly
familiar with the idea of a great Eng-
lish-speaking race over the world, and
of all which the existence of that race
imports. Till we have created more
of an imperial spirit-by which I do
not mean a spirit of vainglory, or
aggression, or defiance-far from it-
but a spirit of pride and joy in the
.extension of our language, our litera-
ture, our laws, and our commerce-
over the vast spaces of the earth and
the furthest islands of the sea, with
a sense of thesplendid opportuni-
ties and solemn responsibilities which
that extension carries with it--till
we and our colonies have more of
such an imperial spirit, hardly shall
we be able to create the institutions
that will ere long be needed if all
these scattered segments of the British
people are to be held together in one
enduring fabric. But if sentiment
ripens quickly, and. we find. ourselves
able to create those institutions, they
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will themselves develop and foster
and strengthen the imperial 'spirit
whereof I have spoken, and make it,
as we trust, since it will rest even
more upon moral than upon material
bonds, a guarantce as wcll 'of peace
as of freedom among the English-
speaking races of the world.

"From these dreams of the future,
I return to sav a concluding word on
the main theme of this address-the
political aspects of the teacher's func-
tion. The teacher bas charge of the
future citizen at the time when he is
most impressionable; the only time,
it may happen, in his lite when he is
free enough from the pressing cares
of daily employment to have leisure
for thought about the functions to which
the Constitution calls him, or tq con-
ceive a wish to understand the true
bearing of those functions. On nany,
probably on most, pupils the teacher's
efforts will make no great impression.
But those most susceptible to the
influence which stimulating teaching
may exert will be those likely in the
future to stir and guide their fellows,
and on their guidance the beliefs and
tendencies of their class will mainly
depend. The dictum, Property bas
its duties as well as its rights, once
received with surprise and even dis-
gust, has become a commonplace. We
now need to realize in the fulness of
its application that other maxim,.
which Mazzini was never tired of
enforcing, that Liberty also bas its
duties as well as its rights, and will
begin to be in danger if it forgets
them. The tie of duty to the State,
though it cannot be as close as that
which binds us to family and friends,
ought to be just as clearly recognized
to be a tie of absolute force.

" It is common to talk of ignorance
as the chief peril of democracies.
That it is a peril no one denies, and
we are all, I hope, agreed that it lias
become more than ever the duty of
the State to insist on a more pene-
trating and stimulative instruction.

" Democracy has, however, another
foe not less pernicious. This is in-
dolence. Indifference to public
affairs shows hself not merely in a
neglect to study them and fit one's
self to give a judicious vote, but in
the apathy which does not care to give
a vote when the time arrives. It is
a serious evil already in some coun-
tries, serious in London, very serious
in Italy, serious enough in the United
States, not indeed at Presidential, but
at city and other local elections, for
some reformer to have proposed to
punish with a fine the citizen who
neglects to vote, as in some old Greek
city the law proclained .penalties
against the citizen who, in a sedition
stood aloof, taking neither one side
nor the other. For, unhappily, it is
the respect.able, well-meaning, easy-
going citizen, as well as the merely
ignorant citizen, who is apt to be list-
less. Those who have their -rivate
ends to serve, their axes to grind and
logs to roll, are not,indolent. Private-
interest spurs them on ; and if the so-
called 'good citizen' who has no-
desire or aim except that good govern-
ment which benefits him no more than
everyone else, does not bestir himself,
the public funds may become the
plunder, and the public interests the
sport . of unscrupulous adventurers.
Of such evils, which have befallen
some great communities, there are
happily no present signs among our-
selves; thouhg it is much to be wished
that here in Britain we could secure
both at municipal and Parliamentary
elections a much hi-avier vote than is
usually cast. More common in all
classes is that other kind of indolence
which bestows so little thought upon
current events and political questions
that -it does not try to master their
real significance, to extend its know-
ledge, and to base its opinion .upon:
solid grounds. We need, all of us,
in all classes and ranks of society,. the-
rich and educated perhaps even more-
than others, because they are looled.
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up to for guidance by their poorer or
less educated neighbors, to be re-
minded that as Democracy-into
which we have plunged so suddenly
that some : ardly yet realize what
Democracy means-is, of all forms
of government, that which needs the
largest measure of intelligence and
public spirit, so. of all democracies
ours is that which has been content to
surround itself with the fewest checks
and safeguards. The venerable
Throne remains, and serves to con-
ceal the greatness of the transforma-
tion that these twenty-five years have
worked. But 'which among the
institutions of the country could with-
stand any general demand proceeding
from the masses of the people, or even
delay the accomplishment of any pur-
pose on which they were ardently set,
seeing that they possess in the popular

House a weapon whose vote, given
however hastily, can effect the most
revolutionary change? I do not say
this to alarm any timid mind, believ-
ing that our British masses are not set
upon such changes, and are still dis-
posed to listen to the voices of those
whom they respect, to whatever class
such persons may belong. The
mutual good will of classes is still
among the most hopeful features in
our political condition. But it is well
to remember that it is upon the wis-
dom, good sense, and self-restraint of
the masses of the people that this
vast and splendid edifice of British
power and prosperity rests, and to
feel that everything we can do to bring
political knowledge and judgment
within their reach is now rmore than
ever called for."-The Cgnkm,!orary
Review.

THE COMMERCE OF THE ARCTIC REGIONS.

By LIEUT. FREDEIUCK SCHWATKA.

W HEN the United States joined agreat conclave of nations-
about a dozen or so-to establish
meteorolQgical stations in the polar
regions, and it was turned over to the
Signal Service weather department
that used to issue those jaundiced
looking sheets headed " For the
benefit of Commerceand Agriculture,"
there was the usual "guying " of news-
papers as to finding any commerce
on agriculture in that region to investi-
gate, either scientifically or otherwise,
and as to the propriety in general of
sending army officers (Lieutenants
Ray and Greeley) to look into such
matters so foreign to military art.
One paper merely mentioned that a
cavalry officer knew how to charge,
and so did most people engaged il

commerce, and here was a common
ground, etc., etc.

But it is not our place to review all
the witticisms called up by the subject
at the time, but only that part which
shows a generally prevailing idea that
the Arctic is as devoid of agriculture
and commerce as the moon itself,.
and that any..jokes or jibes founded
on such absence of these features
could not be better supported for a
:display of wit.

As to agriculture but little can be
said, it is true, but in regard to com-
merce the Arctic, in proportion to its
population, holds no unenviable field,
and one that will constantly increase
in importance as the world's popula-
tion becomes denser, and certain
fields, now common to the temperate
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and polar zones, become depleted in
the former.

This commerce can be considered,
however, in two phases, the products
from the land and those from the sea,
and it is the latter alone, knanifold
greater in importance than the other,
to which I refer as undoubtedly in-
creasing in importance as time wears
along.

The true meaning of the word
"Arctic" in a popular sense is not
an easy one to define. While mathe-
matically it is'limited by a circle as
definite as any line that can be drawn
upon the earth's surface, there is a
general way of disregarding this in
popular parlance and speaking of the
Arctic more from climatic conditions
than from those imposed by mathe-
matical ones. It does seem a little
incongruous at first sight, that
Labrador, hundreds of miles below
the Arctic circle, with its perpetually
ice-laden waters, even so as to render
summer navigation difficult and dan-
gerous, should be spoken of as " tem-
perate,» when the northern coast of
Norway, as far beyond this same line,
whose ports are open all winter;
should be chillingly spoken of as in
the frigid zone. This may make it
hard to say just what is the com
merce of the Arctic, but I shall leave
thisfor each one to seule for them-
selves over and beyond my own
opinion on the subject, and give all
the necessary data for my readers to
reach such individual conclusions.

It is evident that the commerce of
the polar regions must and does de-
pend largely on its furs, minerals, and
fisheries, the latter predominating
over the other two many times over;
and in discussing these varieties I
shall give no dry tabulated statistics,
but only treat them from a standpoint
which I think will be interesting as
well as giving information on a little
known subject.

The first thing which occurs-to my

Uiind is the Kryolite mine in Green-
land, at a point on Baffin's Bay called
Ivigtut, about 125 miles north of Cape
Farewell. This is strictly not in the
Arctic, but as the harbour is closed by
icebergs and solid floe ice from half
to two-thirds of the year, and the-very
name of Greenland is enough to lower
the thermometer to freezing, very few
will be warm in their advocacy of its
belonging to the temperate zone.
About ioo workmen are employed in
these mines getting out io,ooo to
15,ooo tons, about half of which goes
to the mother cuuntry, Denmark, and
the other half to the United States.
The Pennsylvania Salt Manufacturing
Company, at Philadelphia, make this
product into commercial soda, they
having a monopoly from the Danish
government for twenty years, begin-
ning in 1886 (when a similar·lease had
just expired). It is said that a royalty
of twenty per cent. is paid the Danish
crown for this exclusive use, and it is
quite, interesting to know that the
United States has so large a share in
the only Kryolite mines in the world.
The vessels are owned in New York,
and cost a third to a half more than
other vessels of the same tonnage, as
they have to fight ice on the earliest
and latest voyages, for these cold
weather crafts sometimes make three
voyages to Ivigtut. and back in one
season, although two is much nearer
the average. The hulls have a
sheathing of three and a half inches
of oak, while the bows are solid wood
for a number of feet back, with an ex-
tra sheathing of boiler-plate iron over
the« oak. fhese vessels are about
a half dozen in number, their captains
being taken from the Scotch whalers
who have, seen years of service in the
ice.

There are few people indeed who
know that there is a regularline of
sailing vessels between. the United
States and Greenland.

North Hudson's bay has been an
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unusually rich field for the United
States for over a quarter of a century,
but it seems as if the sleepy old Hud-
son Bay Company was waking up
recently and would make some effcrts
to monopolize this district to its own
advantage hereafter. It is principally
a whaling ground, although consider-
able trade in furs has been done with
the Eskimo. We have eleven years
of statistics, with about fifty voyages,
that have averaged $27,420 per voy-
age, an immense profit for such little
roo-tonners as engage in the busi-
ness. Altogether $3,oooooo may
not be outside of the amount we have
been benefited by this little fag end
,of the Arctic.

The Hudson Bay Company has a
steamer running from Hudson's straits
to London direct, engaged solely in
conveying fresh salmon to the London
market, the ice for keeping this fish
fresh being picked up anywhere from
a convenient iceberg or field of pack-
ice. The cargoes realize about $20,-
coo. Every river and rivulet of this
country is swarming with salmon and
trout, and this "infant " industry is
bound before long to be a full grown
man. The Arctic part of Hudson's
Bay also furnishes an extensive fishery
for porpoises, as high as 200 being
caught at a single haul, they being
allowed to corne irnto an inlet that is
left dry when the tides recede, their
outward progress being barred by an
ingenious system of trap nets across
the narrow entrance.

Recently American vessels have
been prospecting the valuable fishing
grounds off the barren Arctic shores
of Iceland, and fares of fletched hali-
but averaging $15,ooo to $20,ooo per
voyage are becoming common, the
catch being easily made and the sup-
ply apparently inexhaustible. The
Danish government is not so harsh in
its rules as ,those enforced . by our
Canadian cousins, and generally it is
better ground than those occupied on

our banks. Says .The American
Naturalist, over two years ago : " It
is evident that within a few years the
American off-shore halibut grounds
will be so depleted that the fresh
halibut fishery on our costs will, be
abandoned. We shall then derive
our chief supply from the waters of
Greenland and Iceland, where several
vessels go each year to bring back
cargoes of salt 'flitches.' Halibut
will corne into our market oniy in a
smoked condition, and the species
will be as unfamiliar in our fish mar-
kets as it is in thpse of the old world."

While speaking of Iceland I shall
briefly refer to a new industry (or old
one renewed); I allude to the -fact
that the Icelandic government have
successfully attempted the growth of
barley in their barren Arctic colony.
It was known to have been success-
fully cultivated from the year 870
down to the middle of the fifteenth
century, and then, for some reason,
it was stopped ; many of the advocates
of the theory that the cold ofnorthern
climates has increased within historic
times, quoting this as an argument,
when an investigation showed that the
more profitable cattle raising had only
supplanted it. Icelandie barley na-
tures in eighty-nine days, and as this
season can be depended upon almost
always on that island, it now remains
with the Icelanders to avoid the
famines which have devastated their
land and made people think that it is
slowly becoming uninhabitable. This
is of considerabe indirect importance
às assuring food to a country with
such valuable fisheries, for it is a good
principle of political economy, that if
a country has even only one of the
great staples demanded by mankind
-and certainly the fisheries are in-
cluded high upon this list-and means
of distributing it at reasonable rates,
its future success is assured, for it can
always depend on a permanent
revenue to purchase such staples as
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it does not produce, and even the
luxuries of life. It is more than pro-
bable that the population of Iceland
(and this may be said to be true also
of other Arctic countries of small
population) will increase in the near
future instead of decrease, as has been
threatened and predicted. Certainly
if the Icelanders handle their own
fisheries, as they should, and not leave
them to the Americans and French
(the latter nearly monopolize them),
they would have to ask for help to do
so, -which is another way of expressing
immigration.

The iron mines of Finland are
mathematically in temperate climes,
but the workmen as they blow on the
tips of their fingers pronounce it em-
phatically Arctic in climate. The
Norwegian fisheries, wholly within the
Arctic, have a much milder winter
climate. The latest reports from
these Finnish mines show 17,000
workmen employed, being some of
the most well-to-do people of that
desolate region. It is not our inten-
tion to give stastistics in tons and
number of blast-furnaces, etc., suf-
ficient to say the metal is of the bog
iron variety, giving the very best pig
iron when smelted.

There is enough known of the in-
dustries of Siberia to say that where
there is a dollar in them at present,
there are a thousand lying dormant
and in full sight. The increase dur-
ing the last fifteen years has fully
equalled that of the -United States,
under the strenuous efforts of Russia
to take advantage of such evident
resources, but the master stroke of all
efforts bas been recently made by an
Imperial decree ordering a railroad
built from the terminus of the present
Russian system in the Urals to Vla-
divostock on the Pacific shores, which,
when completed, will be, by about
double, the longest railroad in the
world. The valuable gold mines on
the heads of the tributaries of the

Amoor, and the unusually rich tithber
region of the Usuri, may not be Arctic
exactly, but the swarming fisheries of
the north-east, the rich furs of the
Arctic coast with Kamchatka and the
adjacent islands are all cold weather
commerce. All this part of the polar
world is steadily on the increase in
all the element of civilization. It is
from this region whence come the
garments Junius Henri Browne de-
scribes as seeing at the great fair at
Nijni Novgorod and worth $2,500
to $3,5oo apiece.

The Labrador seal fisheries are
essentially Arctic in risk, clirnatic
conditions, and all others too, except
being south of the north polar circle.
The skins bring about a dollar each,
and the animal catch has varied be-
tween such wide limits at 50,ooo to

5oo,ooo and even over. These are
converted into foot-gear for mankind
and harness for horses, while it has
been asserted that the finer skins,
probably the kitten.seals, find them-
selves wrought up into kid gloves for
the fairer sex. Twenty-tive steamers,
and eight to ten times as many sailing
vessels, manned by a force of over
10,000 Arctic seamen, find employ-
ment here during the "season ' of
about three months in the summer.
The fft is worth about as much more
and during fruitfuI seasons the
catch is a mine of wealth to the ports
of Newfoundland ; one-third going to
the catchers.

I might mention the copper mines
of Alten in Norway, where singularly
enough, the greatest discomfort is in
the excessive uiderground heat from
which the workmen suffer. The
Russian government announces valu-
able silver discoveries on the White
sea shores; although it is know.n that
more than 15o years ago Saxon work-
men mined silver, copper and lead
around the White sea.

But of all the resources known
there is nothing that can compare
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vith the great whale fishery that
seems, however, to be slowly on the
decline. The seat of its greatest
operations is in the Arctic ocean just
north of -Behring's strait, and the
revenue from here is about $ rooo,ooo
per year, and probably from half to
as much more from the other Arctic
whaling grounds of the world. Il Be-
fore the war," two cities, New Bedford
and Nantucket, existed on this fishery,
and during that struggle the Union
side drew its ablest seamen from this
navy of the north seas to maintain a
blockade that was the wonder of the
world.

With all we have said we have hard-
ly touched a small fractional part of
ail that could be reviewed of the land

and sea products of the Arctic, such
as the Norwegian fisheries, the Green-
land' products, the eider-down in-
dustry, etc., etc.; and were we to give
a tithe of that which is dorinant and
will be utilized sorne day, I think it
woulçl surprise most of the people as
to the possibilities of that constantly
condemned country.- Goldtùwaite's
Geographi cal Magazine.

There are fifty-one churches in
Great Britain, which bear the name
of this excellent man-St. Swithin-
who lived in the time of King Egbert,
but it is the chur:h iÈ the wonderful
old city of London which holds this
historic stone.-Goldtwaite's Geo-
graphical Magazine.

EDUCATION VERSUS ,THE GOLD FEVER.

Miss ESTELLA V. SUTTON, GERMANTOWN, PA.

IN the general revie.w of our coun-
try's historv attending the recent

celebrations, nothing has been the
occasion of more self grp.tulation than
our rapid development. Pages of
facts and figures have been compiled
as reasons for the pride that is within
us. We have certainly furnished a
unique chapter in the biography of
nations.

We are confronted by just enough
figures of a different kind, however,
to preserve a wholesome humility.
All phenomenal growth, be it ever
so lusty, involves conditions that re-
quire constant watch care. It is just
these conditions incident to our rapid
progress that furnish the wise heads
of the nation such a never ending list
of problems to solve. The conditions
change so constantly that the same
problems have a habit of coming up
again and again for fresh solution,

If we did not consider these things,
it would seern disheartening that the
country which has prided itself in its
public school system should find, at
the close of the nineteenth century,
that popular education was the most
serious question yet to be settled.
What are we going to do when schools
adapted to the needs of the age stand
waiting to serve the youth, and they
insist on going some other way?

A general moulding 'of popular
opinion seems'to- be the only remedy.
We see protests against the menacing
conditions, in our leading magazines,
from time to time ; but facts show
that the mass of the people remains
unmoved concerning this mQst im-
portant question of the day.

I fear the unparalleled progress our
nation has lately made so fills us with
satisfaction that we think educational
matters are going along pretty much
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as they should. It is true, they
respond well if we apply the dollar
test. This country of the largest
farms, the longest railroads, and the
most stupendous enterprises has gone
far towards bringing its. educational
system into proportion. The last
decade records remarkable instnces
of public and private liberality towards
that end. But underneath this ten-
dency is a counter-current setting
away from the schools and towards
commercial life-a current so strong
that it is already one of, the gravest
perils of the age.

A little surveyof the country will
convince any thoughtful observer that
this statement is not exaggerated.

The first one who pushes himself
into notice is the irrepressible boy, at
once the pride and the anxiety of his
national parent.. Where do we find
him? In offices, shops and counting
rooms, on farms, in the street-every-
where but iii school, where we should
expect to find him. Girls are re-
sponding readily to the calls of higher
education. There never was an age
in which girls werc so carefully trained,
at so great expense, and with such a
gratifying measure of success. But
this boy on whose intelligence de-
pends our country's safety has gone
off to join the money-making throng
and "get rich."

It is a serious comment on Ameri-
can life, and it comes to us not in the
language of sentiment but hard facts.
Look through the common schools
on which we pride ôurselves, and you
will find boys greatly in the minority.
They keep dropping out all along the
way to the high school and academy,
so that in these departments the mas-
culine element is only more notably
lacking.

Then, too, everyone must have
noticed, during the last quarter.cen-
tury, the disproportional increase in
the number of girls' seminaries and
colleges in comparison with similar

schools for boys. The straw indicates
the tendency of the current.

This is not true of intellectual edu-
cation alone. It is emphasized in
Sunday schools, churches, and reform
movements, where women and chil-
dren form a large majority. The
woman side of our civilization is im-
portant, but it is not the only one.
Surely America cannot be satisfied to
let ber churches go on building up
strength in womanhood and los-
ing it in manhood, nor to let her
schools be turned into girls' schools
and her reform societies into woman's
organizations. It is true, the pi opor-
tions are somewhat different in our
colleges. Boys outnumber girls there.
But this only speaks a-warning word
to both sexes instead of redeeming the
recreant boys. It sounds very well
in our educational reports to say that
23 per cent. of our population are an-
nually under instruction in a school
of some kind. But the figures have
a different look when we consider
that only 6 per cent. of these pupils
are taking any secondary course, the
other 94 per cent. quitting school in
primary or grammar department.
Out of every hundred pupils, our col-
leges are entitled to twenty-two-and
only one of these avails himself of the
opportunity. And this in a country
whose political structure rests on the
education of all the people !

These facts mean something. They
mean that the number of our voters
capable of exercising the rights of
citizenship would not make a flattering
majority. . They·mean that our society
must have a coarse, hungry, ignorant
element that is a menace to good
government, and a burden on charity.
There is sufficient evidence of this
element in the industrial crises
through which we are passing-in the
disorders that cost-the state such im-
mense sums, and afford scenes de-
graded enough to belong in the Dark
Ages. Ignorance can be cowed into
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obedience in a despotism, but in
America it clamours for the reins of
power.

We are not so extreme as to claim
that education is the remedy for all
evils, social, political, and otherwise.
But it is a remedy, and intelligence
is the medium through which all re-
forms must act.

There is yet another outcome of
the present educational tendency
which, if not so apparent as the po-
litical one, is none the less serious. I
refer to the unequal education of the
sexes. This is the most novel sight
of the century-women labouring with
their intellects and men with their
hands. While our young women are
comparing courses of study and ar-
ranging to continue their education
as far as strength and circumstances
will allow, their former playfellows
(with contempt for all studies that do
not bear directly on practical things)
are scattered into various departments
of commercial life.

These young people come together
again in a few years. They really
have little in common.

Miss A-is a college graduate with
an all-round education. She would
be at home in any age, country, or
society in which you might place her.
She has bright ideas on all subjects,
and is bringing her life up to the
highest intellectual and moral stand-
ards.

She meets Mr. B-who forsook
school some ten years ago for busi-
ness life. le " has a good head on
him "-has made a success of life,
and by this time is well on the way
to independent circumstances. He
reads ; oh, yes, he reads the daily
papers and can talk glibly of current
politics and the dramatic hits of the
season. But Miss A finds his ignor-
ance amusing and cannot help feeling
just a little contempt for the man who
stares blankly when she mentions a
new book or the latest developments

in oriental research. For 'all this,
there is an attraction about the suc-
cessful yQung man, and Cupid is not
in the habit of limiting his archery to
the range of mental affinity; so Miss
A-marries her inferior, with a vague
idea that they wil1 grow to think alike
after a time.

What is the result in a relationship
demanding the most perfect sympathy
of interest and aim? These two
have been developing in' different
directions for years. They are now
far apart and the legal bond is power-
less to make them one. The dew is
not off the honeymoon before one or
both discover this. Some women
make the best of the circumstances by
giving up the part of their life which
their husbands cannot share, and de-
scending to the masculine level.
Others to whom this course would be
unendurable, develop a dual life, a
true inner one of elevated thoughts
and ideals and a more or less artificial
outer one in sympathy with their hus-
bands' tastes. The former fall short
of the ideal of mutual helpfulness,
and the latter sever the bond of con-
jugal affinity. Is it any wonder we
so frequently hear the question, " Why
do not more of our girls marry ?" If
there were no other consequences
than this of the commercial tendency,
it would be worth the while of parents
and young men to consider the school
question seriously.

So far as parents are concerned,
the duty lies in the home while the
boys' ideals are developing. HIe
should be tau'ght that every additional
bit of study adds to his ability to make
a success of Whatever he may attempt.
But, more than this, he- needs to learn
that besides bank accounts and
material prosperity, there are desirable
things not to be measured by " the
golden yard-stick."

Parents will have to be convinced
of these things themselves -before we
can expect them to influence their
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children. With ail our educational
literature, there are the most mistaken
ideas concerning the nature and aim
of education as it has been extended
in the last half century to satisfy the
needs of the new civilization,

It is not the ability to read and
write, and perhaps keep accunts in
a little office. Neither is it the train-
ing, however thorough, for some
special line of work that leaves a man
out of sympathy with the rest of the
world. Gymnasiums and schools for
physical culture art; emphasizing the
fact that it is not the training of the
mind alone. An old Latin adage
says, 4 It is for life and not for school
that instruction is given." Prepara-
tion for life-that is what the new
education means; such a develop-
ment of all the powers as shaV1 pre-
pare for complete living.

We are coming, now-a days, to
agree with tie old Greeks that " Cul-
ture consists in making of an indi-
vidual not a soul, not a body, but a
manz, an all-round being who is neither
a brain with an appendix of legs and
arms nor a physical organism with
the brains left out." I wonder how
some of our so-called educated young
men would look from the Greek stand-
point-these calculating machines
with just enough of the aforesaid ap-
pendix to keep then running ; these
heads to which the appendixis deemed
of so snll account that it gives way
prematurely, and we hear of a paraly-
tic stroke or heart failure.

In its comprehensive meaning, edu-
cation only begins during school-life.
Schools lay the foundation of know-
ledge and develop the powers to con-
tinue their education by means of
books, society, and the practical ex-
periences of life. We should utterly
discard .the phrase " a finished edu-
cation." There is no such thing.
When the graduate packs his books,
takes down his pictures, and prepares,
to leave his alma mater he has only

well begun his education. The
development. as we know it, ends
only with the close of life, and how
much longer it may continue is a
theological surmise.

The part schoot plays in the-pro-
cess is brief but very important. Some
men have, indeed, reached a high
degree of culture without teachers;
but they were geniuses. Books are
our tools and instructors, the master-
workmen who give us the foundation
of the art we must use through life.

As to the limits of a good school
training, that can be determined only
by circumstances. A college educa-
tion is advisable for every one who
can avail himselï of its privilegès.
AIL things considered the college-bred
man is more likely to enter life well
equipped than any other.

We know this is contrary to the
opinion of the " practical inan," who
deems college graduates useless for
the ordinary purposes of life. This
individual is very numerous. The
advocate of higher culture meets him
at every turn.

We dare to think the opinion of
our practical friend is not only ihiogi-
cal but opposed to facts. An educa-
tional census of the successful people
in ail departments of life would be a
strong argument in favour of higher
education.

Education is not the storing ot
knowledge in brains and strength in
limbs If this were true, the youth
could leave the elementary schools
with a knowledge of the traditional
three R's, and continue the work
alone by means of books and the
storing process. Ail this may be
done most industriously, and yet the
power and usefulness of the mind be-
increased but little. Athletes are not
made by exercise but training.

The object. of the college is not,
merelv to fill the mind but to form it
to discipline its powers, broaden the
judgment,. and elevate the moral tone4
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When the graduate leaves school,
he has to start four years behind his
fellows who have been acquiring
practical experience all this while.
He may even find his progress slower.
The most useful men are not mental
acrobats. But he understands the
laws of his being, hence can make the
best use of himself. He knows the
things he has to deal with, can master
their details, arrange and classify

them, and eventually rise higher than
the untrained man need ever aspire.
-Education.

(To be.continued.)

MORAL TRAINING.-It is generally
conceded that the highest efficiency
of the public school is tested by its
results in moral character, and hence
that its highest duty is effective moral
training.--E. E. White. .

THE EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTE OF SCOTLAND,

PRESENTATION OF HONORARY FELLOWSHIP TO DR. J. G. FITCH.

A T the Annual Congress of thisInstitute, held in Edinburgh the
4th and 5th of January, Dr. Ross,
Glasgow, said that, in the unfortunate
absence, through illness, of Dr. Mor-
rison, the duty devolved upon him
of presenting the honorary degree of
F.E.I.S. to Dr. J. G. Fitch, H. M.
Senior Inspector of English Training
Colleges. The Educational Institute
had power to grant degrees in edu-
cation to those who were actually en-
gaged in teaching, and who had
attained a certain position in the
ranks of the profession. During the
last twelvë or fourteen years, however,
a class of individuals had arisen who
had studied educational problems,
but who were not themselves teachers.
The problems of education were so
complicated that the Institute were
desirous of attracting and keeping in
the profession all those who were
taking a deep interest in such natters.
They had, therefore, instituted the
honorary degree of Fellow, which
they had cdnferred upon a number
of most distinguished teachers, such
as Professor Laurie, Professor Calder-
wood, Dr. Bain, and others. in
looking round for those to whom they

should present this honour, they felt
that they might very properly cross
the Scottish border, and include
representatives from England. That
was done for the first time last year,
when they decided to present the
honorary degree to Dr. Fitch. He.
was an educational writer from whose-
pen had emanated some of the most-
able, thoughtful, interesting, andt
effective works on education. They-
would all agree that this gentleman,
was one whom. the Institute should
delight to honour. Dr. Fitch hadî
passed through every rank in the pro-
fession. He had laboured to make
education scientific at a time when
the authorities declared that there was
no science of education. He had
striven, year after year, to get the sub-
ject of educaticm-recognized in the.
Universities; and, chiefly by his-
means, tie Universities of Cambridge-
and London had established a diploma,
of education. The time was-coming.
when he had to retire from active-
service, but he would, no doubt, pre--
sent to the public a great mass of
material which he had gathered to-
gether during his long and earnest life.
They all wished Dr. Fitch every
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prosperity, and had no doubt that
his old age would be characterized
by activity in educational matters.

The President then presented the
diploma to Dr. Fitch.

Dr. Fitch, in reply, said tfiat it was
extremely difficult for him to reply to
the somewhat too generous rernarks
of Dr. Ross, and it would be a very
ungracious thing for him to criticise
his language. Althqugh he had
never had any official connection
with Scotland, he was glad to be
present, and he was specially pleased
with their kind welcome, because, as
one intimately connected with the
administration of the Education Act
in England, he had always looked to
Scotland for a great deal of valuable
guidance and suggestion. Thîy had,
in the North, the great advantage of
three centuries of honourable tradition
in favour of making education a matter
of public concern. They had thus to
deal with a community which, on the
whole, had been trainçd to a higher
sense of the blessings of mental culti-
vation than was common among Eng-
lishmen. In many respects, the
Scottish standard of education had
thus been higher than the English..
In many problems which would come
up for solution in the future, Scotland
had tried experiments, and obtained
results of high value, particularly' in
regard to the relation between ele-
mentary and secondary schools, and
n regard to another problem which
nterested him still more closely-the

right relation of the Universities to
the professional training of teachers.
In those respects, English teachers
knew very well that Scotland had got
far ahead of them, and that the ex-
perience so gathered would be most
helpful for the guidance of English
statesmen and administrators. He
had always'held a strong faith in the
value of Teachers' associations.
There was no other profession whose
members were so much isolated from

each other, and who had so much to
learn from one another. It had al.
ways seemed to him that an associa-
tion of teachers, joined together for
mutual help and conference, ard to
encourage sympathy among 'their
members, had a very high and im-
portant function. Hie congratulated
the Institute particularly on the fact
that it included in its ranks teachers
of all classes. He was never more
struck with the value of that kind of
co-operation than when he visited
America. The great American In-
stitute there went from city to city
holding its conferences, enlisting
among its members elementary teach-
ers, secondary and higher teachers,
college professors, University authori-
ties, besides the official inspectors and
school superintendents, and many of
the most distinguished friends of edu-
cation, who were all animated by a
common interest »and enthusiasm
about the improvement of education.
After the introductory meeting, which
was intended to increase the sympathy
of members for each other, they broke
up into several sections, after the
manner of the British Association at
home, one discussing classical instruc-
tion, another infant instruction, and
so on all through the various depart-
ments of school work. In England
they had some very valuable associa-
tions, but to a great extent they were
sectional, such as the Headmasters'
Conference, the Endowed and Mid-
dle Class School Associations, the
Private Schoolmasters' Association,
the Ladies' Association, and the
National Union of Teachers. They
all worked to a certain extent indepen-
dently of one another, and that ap-
peared to him a disadvantage. The
Teachers' Guild was the only one
which sought to combine all ranks of
teachers. It was sornetimes said that
professional unions were very apt to
have the character- of trades unions.
He did not consider that altogether
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a reproach, because trades unions
had some very honourable and right-
ful objects in view, which teachers
might wisely adopt. In so far as they
encouraged the growth of the corpor-
ate spirit among the members, brought
therm into relations of friendliness and
mutual service, protected them from
unjust legislation, and sought to
secure for all the workers a reasona>le
remuneration for their work, unions
were lot only valuable but perfectly
legitimatc, in trades and professions
alike. There were, however, sone
usages in trades unions which it
would degrade the members of a
liberali profession to adopt. Some
of those usages tended to lower the
standard of excellence, and to bring
the work of the skilled to the level of
the unskilled, to discourage the enter-
prise and effort of the abler men, and
even to regard such men as the
enemies of their brethren of the craft.
There were some trades in whicli it
would seem that the union sought to-
evade reasonable scrutiny into the
thoroughness and efficiency of the
labour done ; and to aim merely at
securing the the maximum of pay for
the minimum of work. It would be
unworthy of a union representing an
honourable profession to follow such
precedents. The true test of the
worth of such a union was : Are the
professional or corporate interests
which it seeks to promote identical
with the public interests, with the
highest interests of the scholars and
their parents ? If not, the union
would be self-condemned. The
Scottish Institute sought to elevate
the profession of teaching by making
its members better known to each
other, and enabling them to compare
experiences. One of its chief objects
would be to keep before the public
and before its own'members a high and
constantly improving ideal of what a
good school ought to be and to do. A
good school ought not only to be a

place of instruction, but also a place
for the formation of character. It
had not merely to impart knowledge,
but to develop power, to cultivate
taste and aspiration, and to imake the
scholar a good citizen and an in-
telligent man. Nor was it less neces-
ýary that the Institute should form for
itself and for others a high aud true
conception of what the teacher him-
self should be-one who possessed a
character that commanded rèspect,
ample and accurate knowledge of
what he had to teach, skill in the art
of communicating it, acquaintance
with the best thought and work of
famous teachers, insight into charac-
ter, a loving sympathy with the needs
of childhood, and a genuine interest
in his work. Another great function
of a teachers' Institute was to enlarge
the boundaries of educational science,
and to add to its resources. And if
this were tô be done, it must be by
the same processes as those which
were employed in the advancement
of any other science, by hard work,
by observation arid experiment, and
by philosophical induction from the
results. There vas one of the less
known minor works of Lord Bacon,
the New Atlantis, which well deserved
to be more generally studied, because
it illustrated in a picturesque and
striking form the methods by which
truth was to be discovered and science
advanced. Fe described an imagin-
ary institution, to be founded for the
express purpose of investigatin'g the
secrets of nature, and of discovering
the laws which regulate the physical
world. There were high towers for
the observation of the heavens, deep
mines for researches into the hidden
things of earth, laboratories, instru-
ments of all kinds for trying experi-
ments as to the nature of sound and
light, the properties of matter, and the
laws of life. And in close connection
with this college there was to be an
organized body of workers : some to
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perform the needful experiments and
to make researches, others to 'record
and co-ordinate the results, others to
travel abroad and ascertain new facts,
and others of higher rank to suggest,
and direct new experiments, and,
finally, three superior officers, who
were to be called "interpreters of
nature," and whose business it should
be to raise the results of the various
discoveries to greater observations,
axioms,. and aphorisms-in fact, to
arrive at large general laws. Now
something analogous to this was need-
ed for the full development of a science
of education. We required not only
the strenuous and patient efforts of the
teacher in the laboratory of the school,
but the sympathetic onlooker or in-
spector to estimate and compare the
results of work, the traveller who
would tell us what was done in other
lands, the man of affairs who knew
what were the wants and feelings of
parents and the public and who
viewed the whole problem from out-
side of the school, and the thinker in
his study, who would, reveal to teach-
ers the principles of their art and the
true theory which underlies all practi-
cal rules. No one of these classes of
workers could be dispensed with: no
one of them could alone be trusted to
forecast the future of public education,
or to legislate for it. It was by the
harmonious co-operation of all these
authorities that true progress could be
secured. And in the great hierarchy
of sucir authorities room ought always
to be found, not only for a Froebel, a
Pestalozzi, a David Stow, or an Ed-
ward Thring, but also for a statesman
like Mr. Forster, a critic like Matthew
Arnold, and a philosopher like Her-
bert Spencer. Whether they con-
sidered teaching as an art or as a
science, they were only on the thres-
hold of it, looking forward to develop-
ments far more important than any
hitherto arrived at. If education

was an art, it was a fine art, whose
greatest triumphs had yet to come,
and if it was a science, it was a pro-
gressive one, the principles of which
had not yet been fully illustrated or
discovered, about which the last %yord
had not been spoken, or the highest
truths attained. No teacher should
be satisfied to go on in the traditional
way, without endeavouring to discover
new modes of reaching the minds of
the children under his charge. The
present was an auspicious moment for
those engaged in the profession of
teaching. At no previous period of
our history had there been, on the
part of the public, a keener apprecia-
tion of the difference between good
teaching and bad, or a greater variety
of new and important•openings for the
activity ànd enterprise of thoroughly
accomplished and earnest teachers.
It was an animating prospect, and he
envied those who were young, and
who might have a share in realizing
it. " The harvest truly was plenteous.
Pray ye, therefore, the Lord of the
harvest, that he may send forth labour-
ers into his harvest." It was because
the Educational Institute ofScotland
was adding to the number of teachers
qualified by skill, self-devotion, and
enthusiasm to render priceless service
to the community that he was proud
of being enrolled among its members,
and that he predicted for it a great
future of honour and public useful-
ness.

Professor Laurie said they could
not. part withotit expressing their
thanks to Dr. Fitch for having taken
the opportunity of giviug them his
views on education in this and other
countries. He moved a vote of thanks
to him for bis address, which they had
great pleasure in listening to.-The
Journal of Education.
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THE STATUS OF GEOGRAPHY IEACHING.

By J. W. REDWAY, MOUNT VERNON, N. Y.

(Continued from last issue.)

W ITH respect to other topics thatbelong to the Heimatskunde,
or around-home study of geography,
the methods of the superficialists are
equally unskilful. Ritter, whom the
reformer never tires of quoting, if not
the father of observational methods
in teaching geography, was certainly
its champion. His ideas were good,
and he whs abreast of his times. But
since the tine of Ritter there has been
a wonderful advance in the develop-
ment of geography. In late years it
has become a science far more com.
prehensive in its scope than any
other science, that of astronomy ex-
cepted. The writers and lecturers on
the pedagogics of geography as a rule,
however, do not seem to be aware
of this, and the great mass of them
fall far behind their model. In other
words they are behind the times of
fifty years ago. Indeed among the
host of writers on the pedagogics of
geography I know of but one or two
that recognize the recent advances in
modern geographic science. The
great majority of instructors are con-
tent to take the subject as it appears
in the text-books of ten years since,
basing their instruction on the facts
and statements presented in such
literature. As a rule, these same
text-books are condemned by the re-
former-not because they are inexact
in statement, but because they are
alleged to be faulty in their methods
of presentation ; judgment is passed
not upon the essence, but upon the
surface.

As a matter of fact, however, such
criticism serves only to show the
woeful lack of scholarship on the part
of the critic. Text-books of geogra-

phy, especially those of a dozen years
ago, are not beyond suspicion so far
as accuracy of statement is concern-
ed ; indeed they are apt to.. be very
faulty. On the other'hand, in nieth-
ods of presentation they are certainly
superior to the average text-book on
any other subject. In the February
number of theYReview I copied a
few extracts from a recently published
text-book. With respect to geogra-
phic value, the book possessed little
worth, but in spite of its defects it was
pedagogically good. The author
needed nothing but proper training in
the subject to make not only a clever
teacher, but one of no little power.

And this brings me to the point
that seems to be the chief difficulty.
In order to teach geography well the
teacher must first educate himself in
that subject. A teacher whose stock
in trade consists only of a method
and a moulding board cannot hope
to score brilliant success. Method
and system in teaching any subject
are certainly necessary to success,
but successful methods of teaching
can be acquired only when the teach-
er has a good fundamental knowledge
of the subject. To lecture pupil-
teachers on the best methods of teach-
ing a subject,, the, fundamental prin-
ciples of whiclh they know little or
nothing about, is a clear case of
charlatanry.

Unfortunately a great deal of this
same sham work in science teaching
is going on year after year. The
normal schools are responsible for a
great deal of it, and the vârious
teachers' institutes and associations
are full of it. It goes on right under
the noses of the universities, and these
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institutions, I am inclined to think,
are not free from censure. Special
courses for individual work-about
the only ones available to the teach-
er-are provided in only a few of the
universities, and too often the regula-
.ons hedged about these are such that
the teacher cannot avail himself of
them.

In the case of geography, the
difficulty is even greater from the fact
that not one of -our Arberican colleges
or universities has a chair or a profes-
sorship of geography. The nearest
approach is Harvard University,
where the Assistant Professor of
geology devotes almost his full time
to physical geography. The excellent
work of Professor Davis in this field
fortunately is now well known, and
what is still better, it is apprèciatcd.
Some of Professor Davis's pupils-
notably, Assistant Professor Ralph
Tarr of Cornell University-have
already taken high rank as writers on
geographic subjects.

But, although Harvard University
is working alone in this field, it is
probable that the supply of young
men available for instructors in geo-
graphic science exceeds the demand.
Moreover, the course at Harvard
embraces the physiographic side of
geography only; and though this is
certainly the more important aspect
of the science, yet the geography of
commerce should not be ignored.

It is true that a great many
teachers belonging to the rank and
file of the calling-it is not yet a
a profession-are doing their utmost
to better train themselves in geogra-
phic work. It is confessedly an up-
hill task. There is no technical
school, university, or yet a normal
school where the teacher can syste-
matically fit himself, or herself, to
teach geography in the common
schools. Unfortunately, owing to the
indifference of boards of education,
and the directors of secondary private

institutions, geography is usually con-
sidered the least important part of
the curriculum of study. It is not
the question of ôiroo-ov .rv, but rather,
to a great extent, one of Èo-r-that
most concerns the committees on
courses of study. In the German
schools the pupil has from four to
eight years in geographic work. In
the city schools of the United States,
he has one or two years of instruction
of questionable quality.

There are two channels through
which a great improvement in geo-
graphy teaching may be wrought-
the normal schools and the univer-
sities. For each one of the former ihere
is needed an instructor who has not
only possessed himself of successful
experience in teaching, but in addition
a thorough training in physiography,
cartography, and the geography of
commerce. Thus provided, the nor-
mal schools might soori effect a quiet,
but at the same time a radical revolu-
tion in geography teaching. The
normal schools, however, are so
closely wedded to their antiquated
methods that a change of this kind
is hardly to be expected of them.

The universities arid colleges can
also do much in the way of material
aid without any revolutionary tactics
whatever. It can be effected simply by
making the entrance requirement in
geography more rigid. The effect of
such a policy might not be immedi-
ately felt in the elementary grades,
but it would cause a lively shaking up
in high and preparatory schools.

The scope of the geography of the
future will not only be more compre-
hensive than that of to-day, but it will
also differ in character. Physiography,
upon the laws of which all the geo-
graphy of commerce and the whole
science of geology are based, is the
geography of the future. Al the
descriptive geography now found in
the better class of text-books will be
needed. Its quality, moreover, may
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be improved. But the geography of
commerce, the end to which physio-
graphy is a means, will ever be the
most practical side of the study.
Because of its utilitarian aspect, it bas
clearly a commanding place among
Brodwissenschaft sciences. A know-
ledge of this department of geography
is indispensable to the commercial
man, to the editor, and to the political
economist. The public school pupil
lias a right to demand a knowledge of
it, and the public school teacher
ought to be well instructed in its
fundamental principles ; but alas !
there is no source to which the teach-
er may go where this knowledge may
be systematically acquired. Com.
niercial geography belongs properly to
the more advanced years of the school
course ; a knowledge of its principles,
moreover, is just as essential to citi-
zenship as a knowledge of any other
department of political economy, a
part of which it is.

Cartography is another department
of geography to which, in the future,
attehtion must be given. It may not
be necessary to train every pupil in
the science of laying off projections,
editing maps, compiling maps, con-
structing charts, and the like; but
there are some pupils who require
this instruction, and the teacher should
be master of the situation. Moreover,
if the map be a truthful one, the
physical geography of the region can
be read quite as readily from its face
as from the printed pages of the text.
Cartography is a wonderfully fascinat-
ing study, and the untrained student
little dreams of the wealth of infor-
mation that may be drawn fron a
very ordinary map, if it be truthful.

The modern science of geography
is now a sealed book, not only to the
teacher, but to îthe great majority of
university students as well. But the
rank and file of teachers are beginning
to pry at its lids, and this disposition
I believe is the wedge that, sooner or

later, Vill open the vay to reforma-
tion. Reformation in geography
teaching is certainly needed, but it
should begin with the reformer. If
the teachers who compose the rank
and file are once impressed with the
fact that they need knowledge rather
than a method, thev will promptly set
about acquiring it. Considering his
starvation wages and his very slight
hold upon his position, the average
school teacher is decidedly a remark-
able character. He may be a trifle
narrow-minded, but he commonly bas
greater breadth of character than the
people among whom he lives. Once
impress him with the fact that he
needs development and lie will wil-
lingly undertake the task himself.
The study of any aspect of nature
tends to broaden character, but I
know of nothing that will so thorough-
ly put one en raptort with the broader
intellectual life as the study of physio-
graphy-the story that nature bas
written in the Great Stone Book.-

ie Educational Review.

ALuMmNUM.-The latest application
of aluminum is to visiting cards, which
are described as being thin, flexible,
brilliant with a metallic lustre, light,
and admitting an impression of the
names as distinct as it is made on pa-
per. They can be made at a cost of
about a dollar a hundred. -The School
Yournal.

NEW USES FOR ALUMINUM.-ThiS
metal is now much used in plated
ware and kitchen vessels. In Ger-
many it is used for the metal parts of
the equipment of soldiers, on account
of its lightness. Its alloy with the
rare metal titanium, while still light,
is very bard and tough. The Russians
have used it for shoes for the horses
of the Finnish dragoons and the
animals gained perceptibly in speed.
It has been used for canoes and some
of the parts of bicycles.--The Sckool
Journal.
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THE TEACHER'S EQUIPMENT FOR WORK IN ENGLISH
LITERATURE.

By S. THURBER.

P REPARATION for teaching liter-ature implies, first, an acquaint-
ance with the subject. This means
that the teacher must have read the
English masterpieces, and have form-
ed opinions about them which he can
intelligently announce and which he
can illustrate with apt quotation. An
extensive acquaintance with litera-
ture presupposes a generous oppor-
tunity of time and a habit of unre-
mitting application. The opportun-
ity of time is duly provided in our
school arrangements. Saturdays and
vacations are not meant for idleness,
but for mental refreshing and enrich-
ment. The habit of unremitting ap-
plication is the great desideratum.

The literature teacher must be a
perpetual reader. It is astonishing
with what rapidity one ranges through
the great books when one has caught
the movement and the impulse. The
books you read soon begin to corre-
late themselves, and you feel an in-
spiring sense of unity coming to give
character to your acquisitions, so
that you become conscious of a dawn-
ing perception that English litera-
ture is an entity of itself, with perfect
interdependence of parts. You come
to perceive that you can properly read
nothing by itself. The habitual reader
finds all difficulties diminishing in the
light of his increasing knowledge.

The Elizabethan literature, e. g.,
seems to the beginner to be almost
as hard as Latin, though luckily far
less dry. A resolute course in Shake-
speare soon sweeps away the greatest
obstacles to rapid and secure reading,
and leaves you free to add author to
author. No one has a true right to
teach literature who still imagines that

the phrase Elizabethan literature
means simply the aggregate of writings
produced at a ceriain time. And no
one who has read a good many of the
Elizabethan books can dwell in this
delusion. Elizabethan literature is not
merely literature of a certain period,
but literature of a certain character,
capable of demarcation from that
which went before and from that
which came after. Milton shows us
the Elizabethan spirit coloured with
puritanism ; Clarendon shows us the
Elizabethan spirit coloured with obse-
quious loyalty. One cannot re td
somewhat widely in the literature of
the sixteenth and seventeenth cen-
turies without perceiving at last the
true note oF the so-called Elizabethan
period ; and this perception makes
all additional reading easy, and jus-
tifies the study of literary history in
such works as those of Ten Brink,
Taine, Saintsbury and Gosse.

For lie who is to teach English lit-
erature absolutely must have more
than a text-book knowledge of his
subject. He must not have filled his
mind with other men's opinions.
These, some fine day, lie may forget,
as one does always with matter gath-
ered for examination. The routine
teacher of literature wants a book of
criticisms. These you may find him
giving out as lessons and hearing re-
cited, justifying himself, if he is never-
theless peculiarly bright, by reference
to Mr. Harris' dictum about all know-
ledge being contained in books and
the consequent necessity of ever teach-
ing froni a book. But not to enter
here any further into the subject of
methods of teaching, it is to be in-
sisted on that the teacher is profes-
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sionally untrained whose knowledge
was chiefly got at second hand. The
text-book ot criticisms and estimates
conveys no knowledge. To be able
to repeat an utterance about Drydes
services to English prose is not to
know anything abou Dryden's ser-
vices to English prose. Only he who
has sampled Dryden and the prose of
his predecessors and his successors
knows what a change in prose style
that great poet inaugurated.

The text-book opiate has worked in
the pedagogic mind, and genuine en-
terprise seems asleep. One teacher
fancies he must attend some lectures
and get new ideas. Another procures
a lttle book and reads a few para-
gra plis about authors. The lecture and
the text-book are simple delusions.
The number of persons capable of
producing both is now very great.
This indirect, or second hand, know-
ledge of literary works is a sterile
possession, incapable of breeding more
knowledge. Only he is a fecund
teacher who genuinely knows that
which he professes to know-that is,
who knows directly and without med-
itation. Only he is possessed of semi-
nal power as a teacher of literature
who has read in his own time and
with bis own eyes and his own under-
standing. It is possible to hear coin.
,mitted matter repeated and to con-
duct examinations in memorized dicta
of books and lectures. But how can
a teacher speak with inspiration and

iencouragemfent about a writer, a poem,
a play, 'unless his knowledge is at first
ihand, ind he has himself knowh the
thrill of sympathy ?

Pre-eminently the teacher of litera-
jture must be a constant reader of the
great books. It will not suffice to
þave tead certain masterpieces and
then to rest content with that achieve-
nent. The teacher must be always
reading. His task has no end. If

he is to give advice about reading, his
bwn reading must be more than a

memory. He must ever remain in
touch with the sources of literary de-
light.

0f modern criticisms and exposi-
tions of the older authors the teacher
will know how to make wise and fruit-
ful use when he has to some extent
himself commanded the field which
they profess to explore. You are per-
pared to read such a book as Jusse-
rand's Theatre in England only wvhen
you have read a number of old plays.
To read Beljame's essays on the
Eighteenth Century in English Liter-
ature you have no right at all until
you have read well into Dryden, Ad-
son and Pope. The current maga-
zines abound in expository criticisms
of the older writers. With these criti-
cisms you have no concern unless you
also have corne into contact with the
older writers whom the modern essav-
ists profess to elucidate. There is a
certain amount of really important
modern writing devoted to the older
literature. It is not right to recom-
mend that good modern critical work
be neglected. To see how our acutest
contemporaries look upon the vener-
able names is naturally most interest-
ing. It must be remembered, how-
ever, that the time to peruse modern
writing about ancient wri-rs is only
when one has earned the riglt to this
luxury by reading the ancient writers
themselves.

Reading is usually considered a
pastime by those accustomed to read
only current fiction. Often enough we
read merely to beguile the time. But
the intending teaicher of literature
must make his reading a serious study,
and devote to it such laborious even-
ings as the zealous microscopist de-
votes to his instrument. The reader
of a modern novel may read in bed.
He who makes his readihg a study
must put himself in a posture of work.
He must be ever ready to lift up great
dictionaries and encyclopædias, turn
the leaves of many books, search for
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related matters, meditate on difficul-
ties. Above all, he must keep his pen
going, and must accumulate his own
queries, his own commentaries.
Whether you keep a cash account or
not, you must, as a studeht of litera-
ture, keep a literary diary. To day you
begin Hudibras, and find out how to
pronounce the name ; you have to
look up such and such references and
allusions; being fresh from Comus,
you are shocked by this dreadful im-
morality and irreverence ; you con-
sider wherein consists the peculiar me-
tric effect of Hudibras ; you seek to
write down the reason why its move-
ment is so queer as compared with
that of L'Allegro or that of the Lady
of the Lake; you note the vulgarity
of the diction ; you recognige and ex-
cerpt passages of wit and wisdom. In
this way you treat nuch that you
read-all, in fact, that is of great fame
in literary history. By perpetually
giving free rein to your curiosity you
enlarge your knowledge. Moreover,
it is only by satisfying curiosity that
the curious habit is to be kept active.
Simply to put difficulties by and to
read on with indolent acquiescence in
vagueness of knowledge is to dally
with stupidity as with a friend. Culti-
vate and nurse the habit of curiosity.
Cultivate no less the habit of noting
down in writing your queries and your
discoveries. To put vour doubt or
your surmise into English good and
clear enough to convey your meaning
to another person, though you have
no intention of taking a partner in your
researches, is to make more precise
to yourself the boundaries of your
knowledge. Reading that is not pure
recreation, but is largely study and
comparison, inevitably suggests excur-
sions in many directions. The results
of these episodic additions to your
main task you must record, or run the
risk of losing in the medley of mis-
cellaneous shreds and patches of in-
formation with which your baggage

becomes cluttered as you travel on,
and which finally becomes non-existent
to you for practical purposes because
you have no idea where the particu-
lai items are to be found. You must
read as if you had ultimately to pue-
pare lectures, adorning them with apt
quotation. For though you will hardly
be likely, as a secondary teacher, to be
called upon actually to lecture be-
fore public bodies on themes of liter-
ature, you will find it comforting to be
able to appreciate the deliverances of
those who have popular platforms at
their command ; and, what is much
more important, you will find that
ability to lecture is none too great a
power to be possessed by a teacher
who has conceived an ambition to
make the recitation in literature a gen-
uine incentive to literary study. Of
course you will not read lectures in
your classes. Leave that to the pro-
fessors. But the fulness of mind that
would qualify yon to write lectures
you must use in the " seminary"
method, provoking questions and an-
swering them in such ways as to keep
curiosity alive.-The School Reviewj

(To be continued.)

That man is little to be envied
whose patriotism would not gain forcel
upon the plain of Marathon, or whose
piety would not grow warm amongi
the ruins of Iona.-Dr. ohnson.

The great power plant at Niagara
Falls, which has been in the course of
construction for more than thrée years,
was given its first practical test on
Thursday, January 25, when the vate
from the hydraulic canal was admitted
to the wheel pit of the Niagara Falls
Paper Company's mill, and pouring
down the great penstocks set in motion
the mammoth turbines and thence
passed through the big tunnel out un-
der the city to the river below the
city, more than a mile away.-Electri.
cal World.
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NOTES FOR TEACHERS.

THINGS THAT DON'T COUNT.-
Our lives were not intended tobe thus!
Busy they should be-full of nany
interests and many obligations, reach-
ing out in many directions. touching
many lives. But this breathless rush
and crushing load, this unrest and dis-
satisfaction are no part of what our
lives were intended to be. They are
the result of filling a large part of our
time with things " that don't count."
Think over to-day's work candidly and
critically, and see what might profit-
,Xbly have been dispensed with.

So the best and the wisest of our
craft need to examine rigidly, pitiless-
ly all their methods and practices. Let
us scan the day's work as keenly as
if some one else did it. Let us ask
ourselves sharply, Why do I do that ?
Why do I pursue this plan ? Where
do I waste time and strength ? WVhat
can I profitably dispense with ? What
things do I do simply because I have
always done them ? What things do
I do simply because I hear other
people are doing them ? What reasons
could I give for some of my methods
and usages if I were asked for my
reasons ?

After this cross-examination of our-
selves we shall feel with the preacher
like devoutly praying to be saved from
spending "our time and strength,
our heart-beats and brain-throbs 'on
things that don't count."-C. G. T.,
in intelligence.

INDIVIDUAL DEVELOPMENT IN ED-
UCATIoN.-The teacher has to do, in
reality, primarily with methods, exam-
mations, results, etc., only in so far
as these are means to an end,
that end being the development of hu-
man nature. The teacher is, or should
be, first, last, and always, a developer.
Il he sees no further than methods as

set before him by others ; if he assumes
that the one method will suit all his
pupils equally well; if he believes
that there is any one invariably best
method, he will become after all but
a sort of machine. The educator is
concerned with human nature, and
must endeavour to study it in as broad
a way as possible.

But equally important is the study
of the individual, a.nd it 's the neglect
of this that constitutes perhaps the
greatest danger of modern education.
We adapt our methods to human na-
ture as we conceive of it, but is the
individual as much considered as he
was? The tendency of the age is to
aggregation of men, to concerted ac-
tion, to adaptation of methods to the
masses, to the average inan or boy or
girl, while John Smith and Eliza
Brown are apt to be regarded as sim-
ply units and nothing more. If I were
asked to state what I considered the
greatest evil threatening education or
actually existing in education, if not
in our entire civilization to-day, I
should reply that in my opinion it was
just what I have referred to-not re-
cognizing th individual as such in
the masses.

But our schools, like our other in-
stitutions, are a reflection of our gen-
eral state of huiman progress ; and
while we have much to be thankful
for, I must, with President Eliot, of
Harvard University, consider that our
school education is still in no small
degrec a failure, partly because we
have not grasped the purpose of edu-
cation and partly because we do not
recognize that men are more than
methods after ail-that John Smith is
more than simply a human unit; that
what suits him would not equally well
suit Tom Jones.-Prof. Wesley Mils,
in ihe Popilar Science Monthly.
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PUBLIC OPINION.

N ERVOUSNESS : THE NATIONAL
DisLAsEI OF AMERICA.-Dr. S. Weir
Mitchell considers it proved beyond
any dispute that nervousness is the
characteristic malady of the American
nation, growing upon them in a fright-
fully accelerated ratio every year, and
threatening then with disasters at no
distant date which the mind shrinks
from contemplating. The number
of deaths from this cause is already
appalling, and is steadily and rapidly
increasing. In some of the busy-
centers the tables of mortality show
that the proportion of nerve deaths
has multiplied more than twenty times
in the lastforty years, and thatý now the
nerve deaths number more than one-
fourth of all the deaths recorded.
What is most shocking in these returns,
this fearful loss of life occurs mainly
among young people of both sexes.

What is the cause of this ? Dr.
Mitchell is clearly of opinion that the
first and most potent cause is the
climate. Dr. Mitchell says the oper-
ation of climatic conditions in relation
to health in this country is utterly my-
sterious. White races are affected
more than colored. The Anglo Saxon
Americans are the greatest sufferers
from the national disease, and especi-
ally those in the higher walks of life.
Females are more under the influence
of this terrible scourge than males,
and town dwellers than country folk.
The prevalence of the more serious
nervous diseases is shown to be in
almost exact propoition to the con-
gestion of population.

Americans are not responsible for
the climate. But they are responsible,
almost criminally responsible, for
aggravations of the effects of the clim-
ate by their habits of life, which mul-
tiply the number of victims tenfold,
and must, in the long run, degrade

and attenuate the race. The two
most formidable enemies of the
national health are the Dollar Devil
and the School Fiend. The former
attacks particularly males, the latter
females ; but both sexes are more or
less exposed to the malign influence
of both evils. There is a popular
goody-goody notion that late hours,
fashionable styles of dress, prolonged
dancing, and all the other follies of
gay society, are the main cause of
nervous wreck among women. But
the truth is, that the leisure, pleasure-
seeking class are comparatively free
from nervous disease. The flower of
American womanhood is wilted by
over culture before it cornes fully into
bloom. The long hours, the multi-
plicit, of studies, the number of teach-
ers-each striving to get the utmost
out of the pupils-the craving rivalry
to be well-graded, the all-devouring
ambition to command a means of
living, the hurried or neglected meals,
the want of exercise and the fatal
irregularity that it entails, the gnaw-
ing worry that murders sleep-it is
these, and these alone, that condemn
tens of thousands of American women
to a life of misery and uselessness,
beforethey have ceased to be children.
It is a tremendous saying, from one
speaking with authority, that as much
domestic unhappiness is caused in
America by nervousness among
women as by dram-drinking among
men. Yet such is Dr. Weir Mitchell's
verdict. He holds that every girl
ought to be examined as to her
nervous temperament when about to
go to school, and at frequent intervals
afterward ; that leisure, exercise and
wholesome meals ought to be insisted
upon; and that studies ought to be
compulsorily diminished, or discon-
tinued altogether, the moment the
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well-known signs of over-strain ap-
pear. If girls are maintained in nor-
mal nervous condition until they are
seventeen, they may study almost as
liard as they please afterward without
imperiling their woman's life. But
let there be no mistake about it.
Overwork and unnatural worry from
eight or nine to seventeen mean ruin
and wretchedness from seventeen till
early death.

As for the Dollar Devil,its power is
manifested in that widespread com-
plaint which physicians call cerebral
exhaustion. The American male
stands the racket of the schools much
better than the female. He takes
more exercise, and he has not the
troubles of puberty to contend against.
But he meets his fate very shortly
afterward. He goes to business far
too young, and he straightway con-
sumes his vital energy till nothing is
left but dust and ashes.-McClure's
Alagazinefor February.
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s than their compara-
bles. It is the precise

indication of the success of science
and of civilization. In a general way,
subject to inconsiderable exceptions
and modifications, the higher the
death-rate the greater the social and
governimental sins of selfishness and
recklessness, the greater the indiffer-
ence to the hygienic conditions of
life.

The most striking fact that appears
in the table is the healthfulness of
London as compared with other great
cities, Chicago excepted. With a
population twice as great as that of
Paris, and three times as great as that
of New York, ber death rate is
wonderfully less than that of either.
There is no reason except adisgrace-
ful reason why New York allows a
death rate of 7.36 higher than thiat of
London.-Pliladelphia M/edical News.

FEWER CHILDREN IN AROM.-
It is obvious that the young woman
with fifty-six pupils before ber is
attempting what no mortal can perform.
I suppose it is practicable for one
young woman to hear the lesson out
of one book of all of fifty children be-
fore her during the hours of the school
session, and keep a certain amount
of watch over the children who are
not reciting their lessons, providing
the grading is almost perfect, and we
are going to be satisfied with "uni-
form " results. But the new teach.
ing is of quite a different character.
It requires alertness, vitality, and
sympathetic enthusiasn. It is ex-
hausting. Virtué goes out of the
teacher at every moment. What is
the possible remedy ? To double the
number of teachers would not be too
much ; for twenty-five or thirty pupils
are quite enough for one teacher to
grapple with. The individual re-
quires teaching in these days, and no
teaching is good which does not
awaken interest in the pupils.-Presi-
dent Eliot.
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GEOGRAPHY.

ENDURANCE UNDER EXTREME
TEMPERATURE.--SOme interesting
facts have been collected bearing on
the extremes of heat and cold sup-
ported by white men. In the moun-
tains of Central Asia a well-known
traveller endured a temperature Of 40
degrees Fahr. below zero, with a
piercing north wind, under which the
camels and hcmes perished. Cap-
tain Dawson, at Fort Rae (latitude 6o
degrees 30 north), registered a cold
of 88 degrees below zero in April,
1892. Lieutenant Peary and his wife
suffered no great inconvenience from
temperatures reaching 58 degrees be-
low zero. Lieutenant Schwatka found
71 degrees below zero, and lived
through it in Esquimau fashion, sleep-
ing in igloes, or snow huts, wearing
reindeer skins, without underclothing,
and eating raw meat and blubber.
When M. Buveyrier was in the
Tourareg region of Central Africa he
experienced a heat of 150 degrees.
The range of temperature which can
be supported by the white man is
thus very great, beirg certainly over
230 degrees Fahr. Travelers in the
arctic regions say the physical effects
of cold there are about as follows : 15
degrees above, unpleasantly warm;
zero, mild; 1o degrees below, brac-
ing ; 20 degrees below, sharp, but not
severely cold ; 30 degrees below, very
cold ; 40 degrees below, intensely
cold; 6o degrees below, a struggle
for life.-Goldthwaite's Geograpihical
lagoazine.

THE MOTE.
ON one fair autumn morn the sun-

beams smote
Through creviced inlets on my

darkened room,
And in their rays the sudden-silvered

mote

Flashed out, and quickly lost itself
in gloom;

Fit emblem this of all our human
path ;

Fromdark it passeth into dark again,
Sucli fleeting course it is our spirit

hath,
So pass between two darks the lives

of men.

Yet as the mote, unseen, floats ever on,
Aad yieldeth not its substance into

nought,
So of our mind, when outward form

is gone
It loseth not the essence which it

brought.

And as the mote that floats in view-
less ways

Shines with a brilliance that is not
its own,

So does our living soul reflect the rays
Of one great Life that is to us un,

known.

And more must come when souls re-
cross the Dark,

And wake again in splendours
whence they came ;

When life no longer, here, a slender
spark,

But there, unquenched, beholds the
central Flame

From whence have come all longings
for the Truth,

And ail desires for fuller life of love,
For life unbroken--some undying

youth-
That sees-and needs not to be-

lieve, or prove.

-From " The Burdens of Belief, and other
Poems," by the Duke of Argyll, K.G., K. T.
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DISCUSSION.

To THE EDITOR :
I)EAR Sîp,-There appears to be a

rapidly spreading interest in the teach-
ing ofFrench and German conversation
in the High Schools, if I may judge by
the number of enquiries I have received,
usually accompanied by requests for in-
formation regarding methods and useful
manuals for the teacher.

With your permission, I should like
to insert in THE MONTHLY a few
words in reply to these enquiries, so
that whatever information I am able
to give may be found in a form easily
accessible to al! who care to see it.

The most of what I shall say will
apply to French. and only incident-
ally to German, for which I had rather
leave some one else to speak.

We shall begin with pronunciation,
which is the very first essential, and
yet is so difficult, in French especially,
that, for my own part, I can as yet
find no end to the learning of it. The
best aids are those recently prepared
by Passy and Beyer, which now, by a
simple system of phonetic symbols,
differingnot very materially from those
given in the H. S. French Grammar,
enable the learner to make sure of at-
taining a fairly correct pronunciation;
but only upon one condition, that he
really can produce the sounds denoted
by each phonetic character-not so
simple a matter as most teachers sup-
pose. Every teacher should have the
Elemnentarbuch des Gesprochenen Fran -
zosisch, by Franz Beyer and Paul
Passy, published at Gôthen, by 'Otto
Schulze,189 3 , and its companion vol-
une, the Ergänzungsheft zu Beyer-
Passy, by Franz Beyer (same pub-
lisher). These books are intended for
Germans, but they suit us equally well,
and the Ergonzungsheftgives the same
text in ordinary type, followed by
some thirty pages of explanations.

The price of the first is 254 marks,
(bound, 3 marks), and of the second
i mark (bound iY1, marks). The
French given is that of every day, and
it contains more than one surprise for
the foreigner, not only in pronuncia-
tion, but also in the use of tenses, and
the like. In connection with these
books there may be mentioned two
others which are cheap and contain
valuable information: i. Le Francais
parlé, by Paul Passy. 3rd ed. Leip-
zig : Reisland. 1892. im. 8o (bound,
2m.). It contains selections of var-
ious sorts, with phonetic transcriptions
on the opposite page ; 2. Les Sons du
Francais, leur formation, leur coibi-
naison, leur représentation. 3rd. ed.
1892. Paris : Firmin-Didot. 1fr. 50.

A very remarkable book is Les Par-
lers parisiens, by Koschwitz. 1893.
Paris: H. Welter. 4fr. 50 ; but it is
almosttoo minute to help the beginner.

I should very much like to see
every Modern Languages teacher in
Canada a subscriber to the excellent
little review, Le Maître phonétique,
published monthly by M. Paul Passy.
Anyone may become a membre adhér-
ent of the Association phonetique
des professeurs de langues vivantes
by sending in his name to M. Passy.
The annual fee is sixty cents, and the
Maître Phonétique is sent free to all
members. I shall be happy to send
M. Passy the names of all who wish
to take this most useful little journal.
It contains speci'iens of German as
well as French. For German an ex-
cellent little book is German Pronun-
ciation : Practice and Theory, by W.
Vietor. Leipzig: Reisland. 2m.

For purposes of conversation in
the schoolroom (I am speaking of
works for the teacher's private use in
preparing his lessons), the chief requi-
site is a good collection of materials,
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accompanied by conversational exer-
cises based upon them. The first of
these is provided by the Elementar-
buch already mentioned. Among
English books I know none on the
whole richer in suggestiveress or full-
er of material than the books by Al-
fred G. Havet, published by Simpkin,
Marshall & Co., London. The Com-
pe/e French Class-Book (price 6s. 6d.)
is a work of above 400 pages, closely
printed, followed by a concise dic-
tionary of nearly 1oo pages more. It
is really a grammar, with a wonder-
ful amount and variety of practical ex
ercises arranged in a variety of ways,
nearly 1oo pages of which is a read-
ing book, with conversations based
on the extracts. Le Livre dit Mraitre
(same price) serves as a key to all the
various kinds of exercises in the Class.
Book, and contairts much additional
material. The 3rd, FIrench Studies, is
quite independent of the other two,
and can be used alone with great pro-
fit. It contains 124 conversations,
each followed by an "instantaneous
exercise" on the same matter, and
then a bit of practical French read-
ing on every-day subjects, with a con-
versation upon this latter. It is emi-
nently practical from beginning to
end.

Another good book, more in har-
mony with new methods, is that call-
ed French Dialogues, by Joh. Storm
(University of Christiania), and adapt-
ed to English schools by G. Macdon
ald. New York: Macmillan & Co.
1892. Price 4s. 6d. This one con-
tains nothing but conversational sen-
tences, and gives in foot notes much
information nowhere else accessible
about what is and is not said now in
Paris. Among the small books I
ought to mention" Phrases de Tous les
Jours, by Felix Franke. Leipzig :
Reisland. 6o pp. om 8o, which con-
tains conversations on various topics,
with the phonetic transcription on the
opposite page. The Ergonzungsheft

to this book (same author, publisher
and price) is the key in German,
which has useful foot-notes, and serves
also as a guide to conversational
German..

I cannot help saying, in conclusion,
that while all these books are of use,
they can never prove much more than
broken reeds to the teacher who has
not lived at all arnong French people.
For him the language is not yet a liv-
ing possession, however much lie nay
learn by rote from books ; and he is
really not competent to teach what
must be a living language if it is
worth meddling with at al]. In the
meantime something can be done
while he is preparing the way for has
visit to a French community, and the
books above mentioned are the best
aids I know.

I shall be very happy to submit all
these works, as well as specimen nurn-
bers of the Maître Phonétique, to the
inspection of the teachers who may
attend the Easter meeting of the
Modern Languages Association.

Yours Truly,
J oHN HoME CAMERON.

University College.

To THE EDITOR :
M VDEAR SIR,-

I send the following extract fron
the " Times" in the hope that it may
lead to discussion, if not in your valu-
able columns, at least in the classes
of some of your readers.

Yours respectfully,
IMPERIALIST.

Extract from the Times, Feb. 13, 1894.
To Englishmen of sluggish imagina-

tion no more wholesome discipline
can be commended than an occasional
glance at the proceedings of the Judi-
cial Committee of the Privy Counci!.
No more picturesque tribunal exists
upon this earth thon this assemblage
of staid lawyers met together in a dull
room in Whitehall to tender their
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d humble advice " to Her Majesty.
Perhaps the fact is best realized at a
distance, for, although the Court has
its own quaint observances, it must
be owned that the sittings are not
particularly impressive to the eye.
But the most casual acquaintance with
the history of the Privy Council fills
the mind with memories dating back
to the dawn of our national story,
whilst the records of its routine busi-
ness comprise minute discussions on
the religions and the superstitions, the
laws, institutions, domestic habits,
manners, customs, and antiquities of
scores of different races and tribes,
with civilizations ranging from primi-
tive savagery to complicated systems
elaborated by generations of saints
and sages and sanctioned by imme
morial time. The evolution which
has resulted in making this particular
development of the council of Plan-
tagenet kings the supreme arbiter of
questions of canon law such as Popes
and Synods' would have disputed
about in the days of Becket ; of ques-
tions of the old French laws trans-
planted across the Atlantic under the

proudest of the Bourbons; of tHe
Roman law which the Dutch took
with them to the Cape ; of the most
venerable and sacred of the holy
books of the Hindus; and of the
teachings of the Prophet to scores of
millions of the devout adherents of
Brahmanism and of Islam is, indeed,
a process to wonder at. The Judicial
Committee is the legal heart and
head of the British Empire. The
Queen in council is the Cæsar to
whom all the subjects of that Empire,
fron the hill tribes of the Himalayas
to the Red Indians beyond the Rocky
Mountains, from mighty p9tentates
contending for the succession to a
principality to poor fishermen claim-
ing the right to gather bait, may
appeal. Men come to her from the
uttermost ends of the earth for justice,
and tell the innermost history of their
private lives before lier appointed
triubnal.

Hyde Park, London, contains 4oo
acres; Central Park, New York, 862
acres ; Phœnix Park, Dublin, 1,76o
acres.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

The decision of the Senate of
the University of Toronto, to ad-
here for another year to the plan of
having examinations for honours
and scholarships at matriculation at
various centres, does not commend
itself to the judgment of those who
are most familiar with the conduct of
examinations. It seems to us, tak-
ing all things intc consideration, that
it would would be cheaper to pay the
raihvay fares of such candidates to
Toronto than to pay all the expenses
involved in sending competent exam-
iners to all the centres required to ac-

commodate the candidates all over
the country. We feel certain that the
decision arrived at will not give satis-
faction either to the candidates or to
those interested in them.

RELIGIOUS INSTRUCTION.

For months past a keen discus-
sion has been carried on in the School
Board of London, England, on this
subject. Great attention was given
to the discussion in the city and over
England.
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Many members of the Board held
that the parents of the children attend
ing these schools had the right to
be assured that the teachers of their
children were men and women who
held not only not anti-Christi:n or
non-Christian views but that they
held Christian principles and views,
or else that they should not be
teachers.

The result of the controversy is
given in the following resolution,
passed, according to SchoolGuardian,
by a large majority of the Board.
For the information and instruction
of the teachers of the city of London,
the resolution was put in the form of
a circular and sent to each member
of the staff.

" In forwarding to you a copy of
the rules of the Board havink refer-
ence to Bible instruction and re-
ligious observances, I am directed to
ask your thoughtful consideration of
the following suggestions, in tn c hope
that they may be useful for your guid-
ance and dir ction : The Bible is your
text-book, from which it has always
been the desire of the Board that you
should give such explanations in the
Christian religion and morality as are
suited to the capacities of children
of various ages attending the schools
of the Board. Such explanations and
instruction should, of course, be
based on the conception of human
nature which the Bible presents-viz ,
that a man is a responsible being with
distinct and definite duties to God. to
himself, and to his fellow-man. Un-
derstanding child nature as you do,
you will of course, adapt your teach-
ing to the various motives by which
children are influenced; the object
and purpose of all education being
the formation of habits, mental,
moral, and religious. And it is im-
portant to this end that the character
of the children committed to their
care should be studied individually,
so as to correct the defects and en-

courage and stimulate the good points
in each. The lessons adapted to an
infants' school are not the same as
those which are suitable to children of
a more advanced age, and there are
subjects essentially connected with
the we-being and happiness of the
individual on which the greatest cau-
tion has to be observed ; but instruc-
tion in morality should not shirk the
consideration of the relations of man
to all the conditions of his being, and
the. Bible lesson affords you oppor-
tunities of so discussing these ques-
tions with the elder children as to im-
press them with the paramount impor-
tance of being pure, sincere, and up-
right in their life. The Board have
never intended their teachers to di-
verge from the presentation of the
Christian religion which is revealed
in the Bible. While following the
syllabus which is sent to you yearly,
you are at liberty to refer to other
parts of the Bible by which the prin-
ciples of the Christian religion may
be elucidated and enforced. But in
the course of the lessons, as opppor-
tunity occurs, you will impress upon
the children the relation in which
they stand to God the Father as their
Creator, to God the Son as their Re-
deemer, and to God the Holy Ghost
as their Sanctifier. The Board'can-
not approve of any teaching which
denies either the Divine or the
human nature of the Lord Jesus
Christ, or which leaves on the minds
of the children any other impression
than that they are bound to trust
and serve Him as their God and Lord.
A question having been raised as to
whether, under the head of Religious
Observances, the Board permit the
use of hymns, concluding with the
Doxology or prayers other than the
Lord's Prayer, I arn directed to in-
form you that no restriction is placed
upon your liberty of choice in thit re-
spect. These suggestions are made
by the Board in no spirit of distrust
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or want of confidence in your good in-
tentions to niake the Bible lesson as
useful as possible, but in order to
avoid any misconception which may
exist as to the meaning and intention
of the Board's rules with reference to
a portion of their work upon which
they lay the greatest stress. If there
are those among you who cannot con-
scientiously impart Bible instruction
in this spirit, means will bé taken,
without prejudice to their position
under the Board, to release them from
the duty of giving the Bible lesson."

CONVENTION.

On Tuesday, Easter week, the Con-
vention of the Ontario Educational
Association will be held. The Con-
vention will. continue for three days.
The educators of this Province, we
feel sure, will avail themselves of this
opportunity of seeing each other and
forwarding the best interests of educa-
tion.

THE REPORT.

We have already referred to the
appointment of duties of the Com-
mittee of Ten. The report of this
committee is now published and
includes also the reports of each of
the ten conferences which the original
called to its aid in the performance
ofitsduties. The report is apamphlet
of more than 200 pages of closely
printed matter.

We venture the assertion that this re-
port will produce amost importanteffect
on the studies of schools, both ele-
mentary and secondary, in all English-
speaking countries.

There are so many of the numerous
recommendations of the committee
with which we cordially agree, that
we have space to refer only to those to
which we take exception.

We do not agree fully with the re-
commendation madebytheConference
on Mathematics to give less time to

arithmetic and more to algebra, even in
the public schools. We acknowledge
that not long since too much attention
was given to arithmetic and problems
setfor solution which required the help
of algebraic symbols. But tliat time
is past and we should take care not
to go to the other extreme and have
too little attention given to tne study
of arithmetic. The teacher has, in
arithmetic, a branch of study afford-
ing a training for practical and intel-
lectual purposes which no other branch
can supply. All will agree that the
criticism on the teaching of geogra-
phy is correct, either less time or bet-
ter results should be secured in this
branch of study. We say let us have
better results, our geography should
take more and more the character of
physiography, and history and geogra-
phy should be taught together. But
when the Latin Conference suggests
that the study of Latin should be be-
gun three to five years sooner than it
is now begun, and when the Greek
Conference desires the same for
Greek, and the Modern Language
Conference desires the same for
French and German, can the reader
help rememibcring that these recom-
mendations come from men the rna-
jority of whom are specialists in these
branches ?

The Conference on History recom-
mends that the systematic study of
this subject be begun at ten, myth-
ology taking a large part of the first
two years, and that American History
(or English in our case) be relegated to
the last year of the Iligh School
course.

Such a recommendation reveals the
unbalanced specialist. Equally un-
sound is the advice 'o begin the study
of chemistry before that of physics.
We close as we began, by expressing
our high appreciation of the general
report and the valuable Work done
by the -conferences. The pamphlet
wiil serve as a book of reference for
many days to come.
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CONTEMPORA RY LITERATURE.

MAGAZINES.

The March issue of the Atlantic is re-
markable for its rich variety in subjects,
the themes varying from "The Sap
phic Secret," by Maurice Thompson,
to " Is the Musical Idea Masculine?"
by Edith Brower. An article of spe-
cial interest to educators is " Reform
of Secondary Education in the United
Statps." Mrs. Wiggin has a short Nev
England story entitled " The Fore-
Room Rug." There is also a poem
by Arclibald Lampman "The City of
the End of Things."

The Popular Science Monthly for
February contains two articles on the
late Prof. Tyndall-one an account of
his lecturing tour in the United States,
the other an estimate of the man and
his work, in the Editor's Table. Prof.
Windle has an interesting description
of the laboratory of Johns Hopkins
University in Jamaica. " Where Ba-
nanas Grow" is an interesting article
by James E. Humphrey.

Scribner's Magazine for March de-
votes a considerable part of its space
to fiction. William Henry Bishop con-
tributes the first installment of a four-
part story " A Pound of Cure." "John
March, Southerner," by Mr. Cable, is
continued, and Mr. Hibbard gives one
of his short, delightfully written stories,
" The Summer Intimacy." One of the
most important and enjoyable depart-
ments of this magazine is " The Point
of View," which is rarely the last to
be read if it is the last in position.

Those who had the pleasure of
reading " The House of the Wolf "
will not be surprised at the success of
the new writer, Stanly Weygman.
" Under the Red Robe," one of his
stories, is at present running in the
Flustraied London News. There is a

picture and a sketch of the late R. M.
Ballantyne. " Sketches at a Pig-Stick-
ing Hupt in Morocco " is an enjoy-
able page of funny pictures.

The issue of March 3rd, Litteff's
Living Age, is particularly rich in
poetry. " Old Edinburgh Inns " is
an enjoyable article from the Gentle-
man's Magazine. There is also among
articles to be specially mentioned
"The Letters of Sir Walter Scott,
Blackwood's."

It would be hard to find a serial
equal in interest and attractiveness to
"Perlycross," running at present in
Macmiiilan's Magazine. It is by that
genial writer, R. D. Blackmore. " An
Oxford Idyll " is an amusing short
story with another view of the Amer-
ican girl than that usually presented.
Other important articles are " Lords
and Commons " and " The Story of
the Inscriptions."

Clark Russell has a short story en-
titled " A Tale of a Plot" in the
Youth's Companion of March 8th.
There is also an excellent Indian story
" Wah-Pe-Ta, the Cripple." One is
so used to agreeing entirely with the
able editors of this most excellent pa-
per for young people that it is quite a
shock to find that we cannot see anv
desirability in sub-titles introduced
scattered among the paragraphs of a
story.

" Helen Keller,"' the blind and deaf
phenomenon, is the subject of an ar-
ticle in the February number of Ed-
ucation. There is an able paper on
"Beowulf, " by Fanny A. Comstock.
The usual departments are well con-
ducted and helpful.
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BOOKS RECEIVED.

We have received from Messrs.
Macmillan & Co. (London and New
York), through the Copp, Clark Co.,
Toronto, another volume of the ex-
cellent English Classics Series, and a
beautiful edition of the Seventh Book
of Thucydides, edited by Mr. E. C.
Marchant, M.A., of Peterhouse. The
former volume is " The Satires of Dry-
den," which is edited with memoir, in-
troduction and notes by J. Churton
Collins. We need hardly say that the
editor's task has been discharged in a
thoroughly satisfactory manner. The
volume is not excelled by any other
of this series.

Mr. Marchant's edition of Thucy-
dides' seventh book is a model of
what such a book ought to be. The
introduction and notes are just what
is needed, and the indexes, etc.. add
much to the value of the book.

Anotherbook from thesame publisher
is an abridged edition of Charles Kings-
le/s " Westward Ho!" intended for
supplementary reading in schools.
Few books are better for this purpose.
This is a capital edition, beautifully
printed and bound, and sufficiently
ainnotated.

Messrs. Copp, Clark & Co. have
added to their Classical Text-Book
Series, " Cæsar's Bellum Gallicum,"
Books V., VI. Edited by Mr. John
Henderson, M.A , and Mr. E. W.
Hagarty, B.A. This is an exceedingly
complete and convenient edition, con-
taining a " Life of Cosar " and notes
on military matters, etc., a synopsis
of Books I.-IV., a number of care-
fully prepared exercises, subject head-
ings, full notes on the text, vocabular-
ies, maps, etc. It is intended, of
course, for the use of classes in our
Hligh Schools, and will be found very
suitable for this purpose.

The American Humane Education
Society (Boston) bas issued a sequel to
the well-known tale, "Black Beauty."

It is entitled " The Strike at Shane's"
(price, ten cents), and is an interest-
ing story.

"Burg Neideck," by Riehl, bas
just been issued by Messrs. Ginn &
Co., Boston. The editor, Prof. Wil-
son of Iowa University, has added a
good introduction and notes.

We notice with pleasure that Part
27 of the illustrated editionof "Green 's
Short History of the English People"
bas appeared from the press of Messrs.
Macmillan & Co. Portraits of Ad-
mirals Blake, Tromp and De Ruyter
and of Cardinal Richelieu, also a num-
ber of satirical Dutch prints depict-
ing "Cromwell's Expulsion of the
Parliament," etc., are among the illus-
trations.

A good elementary text-book on
botany lias just been published by
Messrs. D. C. Heath & Co. (Boston>
in the Science Text-Book Series. It is
entitled "Guide to the Study of
Plants," and is the work of Professor
Spalding of Michigan University. The
method of the book is natural and in-
teresting.

Messrs. D. C. Heath & Co. have
also published a new edition of
"Scheffel's Ekkehard," abridged for
the use of schools and colleges. The
editor is Prof. Wenckebach of Welles-
ley.

An interesting French Reader has.
been prepared from the works of Al-
phonse Daudet, by M-r. Freebornof the
Boston Latir> Séhool (Boston : Ginn
& Co.)

Messrs. Silver, Burdett & Co. (Bos-
ton) have sent us a copy of a " First
Book in Algebra," by Mr. Boyden of
the Boston Normal School. The work
ends with quadratic equations, and is
intended for the use of pupils in
American Grammar Schools. Great
attention is given to elementary oper-
ationsa
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SCHOOL WORK.

EXAMINATION PAPERS

QUESTIONS ON CÆ,SAR. BOOK IV.

CHAPTERS 19-24.

BY H. J. STRANG, B.A.

I. Transla e into good idiomatic Englhsh
Chapier 19, Quo-i ubi-- rescidit.

1. Parse quod, satis, profectum.
2. Conjugate ulcisceretur, consumptis,

rescidit.
3. Deceur et octo. What other ways of

expressing 18 in Latin ?
4. Ubi. If quum were used instecd, what

change would it maki in comperit ?
5. Comperit. H-ow does this verb differ

from aperio in inflection ?
II. Translate Chapter 21, Interim consilio

-renuntiat.
r. Construction of domum, quem, magni,

quantum, mari.
2. Polliceantur obsides dare. What pecu.

liarity in the syntax ?

3. Account for the mood of possit. nuntiet,
auderet, and perspexisset, respectively.

4. Auderet. Cenjugate. What kind of
verb? Name and conjugate others of the
same kind.

5. Revertitur. What peculiarity in the
inflection of this verb ?

III. Translate :
I. Huc aciedebant octodecim naves quae

vento tenebantur quominus in eundem por-
tum pervenire possent.

2. Adeo montibus augustis mare contine-
batur ut ex locis superioribus in litus telum
adjici posset.

3. Militibus autem simul et de navibus de-
siliendum et in fluctibus erat consistendum.

IV. 1. What reason does Cæsar give for
invading Britain ?

2. Express the points of the compass in
the accusative case in Latin.

3, What compounds of eo are transitive?

4. Exemplify three ways in which Latin
nouns may be formed from supines.

5. Compare novissimis, maturae, ma;time,
ulterior.

6. Conjugate attigit, c nsuerunt, contrac-
tis, oppressis.

7. What c3nstruction follows libero, im-
peritus, idoneus, utor, praeter ?

8. When is dum followed by the indica-
tive and when by the subjunctive,?

9. Give the L-atin names for the usual arms
of a legionary soldier.

io. If a relative refers to antecedents o)f
different genders, give rules for its gender.

V. Give idiomatic Latin for :
i. The arrival of our legions will inspire

fear in this tribe.
2. This will be of great advantage to our

men.

3. They returned to the camp after break-
in.- down the bridge, and setting fire to ail
the boats.

4. For these reasons we have not been
able to ascertain what tribes inhabit this is-
land.

5. We shall have to send scouts into theii
territories to ascertain ail these facts before
we set out for Britain.

6. To embark, to disembark, to weigh an-
chor, to send messengers in ail directions, to
show them what he wanted done, to return
home as soon as possible.

EXERCISES IN ENGLISH GRAMMAR.

BY H. J. STRANG, B.A.
For Prinary and Junior Leavine Can didates

I. Tell the grammatical value and relation
of the phrase to do that " in the follow-
ing sentences:

i It will take some time to do that.
• The bist time to do that is in the morn

Pog

3 His object was evidently to do that.

4 To do that we shall require a large room.
5 I fear you will not be able to do that.
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6 He even offered to do that.

7 The proposal to do that came (rom him.

8 You were not sent here to do that.

9 He appeared to do that.
10 I don't care to do that.
t r They seemed determined to do that.

12 I shall make it a point to do that.
13 I have known them to do that.

14 We did not agree to do that.
t5 He may take it into his head to do that.
16 They have often been seen to do that.

17 I have no alternative but to do that.
18 He will be certain to do that.
19 He knows better than to do that.
20 It would be as easy to make another

as to do that.

II. Wiite sentences using the verbs turn,
collect, speak, first as transitive verbs, then
as intransitive verbs.

III. Write sentences using the verbs ap-
pear, grow, prove, first as verbs of complete
predication, then of verbs of incomplete
predication.

IV. Mention three ways in which verbs
that are usually intransitive may be made
transitive, and group the following examples
according to your classification : He died a
glorious death. He marched his men into
the town. They soon overran the town. He
runs the engine in the factory. They agreed
to run the race over again. A little boy was
run over by a sleigh. I laughed him out of
it. You will only be laughed at.

Passages for analysis and parsing:

i. As one that museth where broad sunshine
laves

The lawn by some cathedi al, thro' the door
Hearing the holy organ rolling waves

0f sound on roof and floor

Within ; and anthen sungi is charmed and
tied

To where he stands,-so stood I, when
that flow

Of music left the lips of ber that died
To save ber father's vow ;

The daughter of the warrior Gileadite,
A maiden pure ; as when she went along

From Mizpah's towered gate with weilcome
light,

With timbrel and with song.

2. So shape chased shape as swift as, when
to land

Bluster the winds and tides the self-same
way,

Crisp foam-flakes send along the level sand,
Tom from the fringe of spray. , iût

I started once, or seemed to start in pain,
Resolved on noble things, and strove to

speak,
As when a great thought strikes along the

brain,
And flushes all the cbeek.

-T ennyson's " Drean of Fair Women."

"THE LADY OF THE LAKE."

i. What relation-has the introduction of
each Canto to the remaining portions?

2. Give the " argument " of the poem.
3. Sketch the plot of the poem.
4. In what metre is the main body of the

poem written, and with what variations?
What is the motive of these variations ?

5. Quote a passage showing Scott's power
in description of still life, and also of action.

6. By what devices does Scott heighten
the description of a clansman's fealty to his
chief ?

7. Quote a description of the harper, and
also of the character-of Roderick Dhn.

8. On the principle that the function of
poetry is to give pleasure, how does Scott
reconcile us to the defeat and death of the
brave Roderick ?

9. By what means does Scott, in Canto
II., stanza xxxi., heighten the description
of Ellen's " desperate " situation ?

ro. What rhetorical principles are exem.
plîfied in the description of the combat ?
Give a full answer.

ir. Give a rhetodical analysis of stanzas
xi. and xii., Canto I.

12. Give the meaning of the following
(Canta I., introduction) : witch-elm, envious,
according pause, -cres!ed ; stanza i., danced ;
stanza ii., tainted gale : stanza iv., shrewdly,
burst ; stanza vii., ernbossed, strained,
quarry ; stanza x., bumbled crest ; stanza
xiii., claims to be ; stanza xv., churchman,
bower ; stanza xviii., sportive toil, airy;
stanza xx., silent born ; stanza xxi., forward;
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stanza xxvi., native pillars ; stanza xxviii.,
took the word ; stanzi xxxi., dewing ; stanza
xxxiii., his soul he interchanged.

HIGH SCHOOL READER (Page 246).

To HELEN.

i. What is the aim of the poet in this
poem?

2. Point out instances of the quality of
s:yle called the picturesqae, and show how
this quality is ancillary to the effect produced
by the periphrasis in lines 2-4.

3. For what are lines 2-4 a periphrasis ?
What is the effect of the periphrasis ?

NoTEr.-" A figure of language is a dis
tinguished rode of speech which expresses
a thought, mostly with some additional idea,

and always more to the purpose of a writer
or speaker than would be ordinary language
and which naturally results jrom a state of
mind suited to itself."

4. What is the effect of the repetition in
iine 5?

5. For what is line 6 a periphrasis ? Show
the superiority of the periphrasis to ordinary
expression.

6. What are the "darker, sadder duties of
the wife " ?

7. What relation have lines 9-12 to any
preceding word or phrase ?

8. Ilow is clearness promoted in lines 8-
12, and what other end does the amplifica-
tion subserve ?

9. Point out and explain the figures of

speech in lines 1i and 12.

1o. What use is made of contrast? Give

a specific answer.

i i. Suggest any improvement in line 6 by
which the contrast would lie made sharper.

12. What is the meaning of "Ilight " in

line 7 ? and say whether " darker, sadder "
in line 8 overlap each other ; or is sadder an

unfigured explanation of " darker "?

13. Comment on " not unwelcome" (line

13), this (line 1c) and these (line 12).

14. Explain the meaning of Unes is, 16.

SYNONYMS (Selected).

TIRED, FATIGUED, JADED, WEARIED,-

A tire.d man is " fatigued " when he simp'y
feels the need of rest from labour or exertion
(physical or mental) ; he is "jaded " when
this feeling manifests itself in inability to

continue under exertion at the same strain,
or shows its presence by deteriorated work.
InI "weariness " there is distaste implied-
an inclination to cease from the exertion a]-
together or to give it over in despair.

ILLUSTRATE, ExEM PLIFY.-" Illustrate"
is the general name for throwinglight upon
a subject, and includes analogies, parallel
cases and the like. "Exemplify " is to throw
light upon by adducing a specimen or sample.

HEAR, LISTEN, 1-EARKEN, HARK, AT-

TEND.-" Listening " is a passive, " heark-
enipg " an active attitude. We " listen " in

order to take in; we " hearken " with a view

to acting or obeying. Thus we say, " The

congregation listenzed for a whole hour with

the utmost attention;" but, " the preacher
warned, threatened and exhorted, but no one

hearkened." " Hark " is simply a call to

hear. To " attend " is, properly, to /Ix or
concentrate the mind upon a thing, and is

oppcsed to listlessness. When applied to

hearing, it means to try to grasp the meaning

of the words heard.
N. ROBERTSON.

Richmond Hill, i'eb. 10, '94

First, I thought, almost despairing,
This must crush my spirit now;

Yet I bore it, and am bearing-
Only do not ask me how.

Kindness draws out the better part
of every nature-disarming resistance,
dissipating angry passions, and melt-
ing the hardest heart. -Samuel Siles.

Three-fourths of the whole mischief
in women's lives arises from their ex-
cepting themselves from the rules of
training considered needful for 'men.
-Florence N ighingale.
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